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AN EXPERT CHOOSES FIVE-SCORE DAFFODILS
By Jan de Graaff
T IS now about nine years since'
Quarantine 37 went into effect, and because of the difficulties connected with obtaMing a special importation permit, or
encountered in procuring newer Daffodils
through the regular trade channels, most
amateurs are not aware of the great
strides made in the hybridization of these
flowers both in England and in Holland.
The Daffodil as a show flower has consequently fallen behind many others of different families in this country.
When it became evident that Quarantine
37 would go into effect, the foreign growers
disposed of their stocks of seedlings and
burdened the American growers with many
varieties that will never have much value.
Now that these varieties have been grown
in this country for some time and the
growers have had an opportunity to compare the various novelties, there has been
a general clean-up in most commercial collections. The results are that in the first
place it affords the amateur an opportunity
to stock up on some surprisingly good mixtures for naturalizing, and that in the second place the remaining varieties are all
outstanding for some reason, although
further discarding will be necessary.

After carefully checking my notes of
the last six years, I have selected a certain
number of varieties, chosen for outstanding qualities, which I think will appeal
to all Daffodil lovers. As a basis for any
collection, I think some varieties of each
division and subdivision of the eleven
groups the R. H. S. gives should be included. Limiting myself to a total of one
hundred varieties, alI selling at a reasonable price, I have divided each group
as follows: three standard varieties, six
of the newer introductions and three of the
latest novelties. I have included in my list
only those varieties of which the supply
is assured in this country. Checking over
the lists that were submitted to me, I came
to the conclusion that at least as large and
as good a variety of Daffodils is grown in
this country as in England or Holland.
I shall now give my idea of a perfect
collection, which could he obtained at a
very moderate cost and which could be
used as the nucleus of a more extensive
planting. I suggest using half a dozen of
the cheaper bulbs, three each of the newer
varieties and not more than one of the expensive varieties. May I point out here
that single nosed bulbs would effect a
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ful and purest Daffodils I have ever
seen and I prefer it infinitely to the
much overrated Beersheba, One of
the varieties which is on the borderline of white trumpets and giant
Leedsii is Eve, a most graceful flower.
As the three outstanding novelties
in this class, I mention in the first
place the famous pink Daffodil, Mrs.
R. 0, Itackhouse. The flower is beautifully proportioned and the long,
fluted trumpet is colored pink. Rockwell describes it as apricot-pink,
changing to shell-pink. With a little
optimism I call it a good pink, but
with a hot sun for a day or two I.
should not be so sure. As second,
I mention that most interesting Johnstonium seedling, Mrs. John Bodger.
Mrs. Dodger picked this flower out as
the most promising of a few thousand
unnamed seedlings and, after years of
growing it in this country, I believe
she is right. The foliage of this variety is short and of a unique bluish
green, which makes the plant most
attractive for the larger rock garden.
The flower opens up pure white,
which is a very rare quality. The third,
Ada Finch, is one of the very earliest
to flower and has a very hold appearance. It was first shown in 1927, and
in 1930 it received the much coveted
First Class Certificate,

great saving and
though they only produce one flower,
that flower usually is of great quality.!
First, considering division "la," the
yellow trumpet class, I think that
every connoisseur will agree with me•
that King Alfred should be the keynote of this group. Although there are
many of its seedlings available, as re-•
gards gracefulness, perfection of bloom
and color, King Alfred still holds its1
own and will do so for a long time.
At the same time I think that a dozen
or so Golden Spur should be included,
Provided it will grow for you. It is
early and one of the nicest for naturalizing. As third of the standard varieties, I propose Emperor. It is a
good cut flower, late and the parent
of many good seedlings.
For the newer varieties the choice
is more difficult, I submit six, each of
which is quite outstanding. Alasnam,
the earliest to flower, looks like a very
refined King Alfred, but is ten days
earlier. Cleopatra is extremely late. I
recommend Duchanel for those who
appreciate size, Tresserve for a large
light, yellow that is unsurpassed as a
cut flower for bowls and baskets, and
Warwick because it is the darkest
golden yellow we have.
As regards the rarer novelties, myr
first choice is Mount Royal, more sub- 1

'!

stanilhyoerwtump,
a particularly well-formed flower with;
a large spreading trumpet. Statendam,
which is listed by several growers this
fall, is very early and despite its huge
size, very graceful. D iotima, my third.
choice, is considered by many experts:
as the best of the super-giants. The'
;perianth is often six inches in di-1
ameter, and the whole flower is beautifully proportioned.
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WHITE. TRUMPETS

White trumpets, the next subdivision, have always been a great fa-,
vorite with our firm ever since we!
brought out Madame de Graaff, named
after my great-grandmother in 1881.1
I think that since this was the first;
Daffodil to sell at a high price, it!
should be included in this collection,
Were it only for its historical interest.
Along with it, I propose Alice Knights
and W. P. Milner, both charming varieties for the larger rock garden.
These three have been grown in our
Leyden nurseries side by side for
about fifty years.
Among the newer varieties I would
select. Madame Krelagc, a most graceful Daffodil; President Carnot, introduced by us in 1923; and Jungfrau,1
often called the white King Alfred.
Lovenest is one of the late Mrs.!
Backhouse's introductions. It has very !
fineprotsadhume
a distinct pink frill. Now that the
stocks of this variety are larger it
Should be included in every collection.
La Vestale is one of the most beauti-

The third subdivision is the bicolor class. Of these I should choose
the standard varieties Victoria, Spring
Glory and van Waveren's Giant,
though the latter is not a bicolor nor
a yellow trumpet. It is popular, however, with the lovers of size, and for,
that reason we might overlook its
coarseness. Among the other varieties,
I marked Glory of Sassenheim, Dick,
Duke of Bedford, though this resembles Spring Glory too much, and
Weardale Perfection. Of more recent
introduction are Jefta, a most graceful
flower of the King Alfred type, and
Sylvanite, a late variety. in the novelty class I saw only one of great distinction, Robert E. Lee, introduced in
1929. It has most perfect form and
substance, and the only drawback, the
shortness of the stem, is more than
counter-balanced by the beauty of the
pale citron-yellow trumpet with its
'attractive frilled edge.
Although the greatest improvements
of recent years undoubtedly have been
made in the next two divisions, the
Incomparabilis and Barrii groups, it is
in these that there seems to me to
he the greatest room for new hybrids.
Some indication of what can be done
is shown by my recent acquisitions,
Flaming Torch and Lady Kestive.
Flaming Torch has rather a poor
perianth but a long, flame-orange
trumpet, much like a Golden Spur, and
Lady Kestive has a very deep red cup,
offset by a pure white perianth. In
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should pick as
my ideal collection
standard varieties for division II, the
Incomparabilis varieties, Sir Watkin,
Whitewell and Will Scarlet. I should
like to include Homespun, but the
dreaded mosaic is so prevalent in all
the stocks I have seen that I hesitate
to recommend it. It has, however, a
very distinct type and until some of
the novelties come down in price there
is nothing to take its place.
Of the medium-priced novelties
shall mention Bernardino, that most
graceful flower; Croesus, which is now
within everybody's reach ; and Gallipoli, a sensational flower in 1923,
when the Brodie of Brodie brought it
to the R. H. S. show, and now already
among the lower priced varieties.
Mi-Careme is a bold and showy, very
early variety, and Stella Pratt, one of
the highly colored, strong growing
Backhouse seedlings, which should be
a good seed-bearing parent. As last
I shall mention Yeka, which Rockwell so aptly compares to a Trillium.
It is a very difficult task to pick
the three outstanding novelties. I have
so many "x's" in my notebook, and
so often do I see marks of good and
extra good, that the best I can do is
to close my book and to sit back and
think what I should like to have in
my own garden. I first think of John
Evelyn, which is and always will be
one of the finest Daffodils. No more
perfect balance in both proportions
and color can be produced. I know the
color of the cup might be a shade
deeper, the white of the perianth
whiter, but, nevertheless, I think that,
along with King Alfred, it will stand
out above all other varieties for a long
time to come.
SOME NOVELTIES

As second choice, I should select
Francisca Drake, because of its bold
coloring. It is impossible to describe
adequately the beauty of a bed planted
with this variety. The pure white
perianth is of unusual substance; the
cup, which is wide and deep, is golden
yellow at its base. changing gradually
to flame-orange at the densely frilled
edge. Furthermore, it is very early and
can easily be forced. Finally, many
my mind. There is
names c
informal flower; JoFlorida. _
cund
.:a I coloring and refinement:
n. outstanding among
varieties; but the
tundrec:-,
flower - - .pealed to me this
year was - - King, a Back.house
seedling of It is a medium late
variety with a -rfectly overlapping
perianth and a :y wide, deep cup.
The perianth is creamy yellow;
the cup is chro_-__- =.•-yellow at the base,
changing to very vivid flaming orange
ea-tenth:1;
- band if an inch
down
_7 _. in from the rim.
division
the Barrii, the
nandard VaLit
'Z
are Seagull, Red

Beacon and Red Chief, unless you
want to start at the beginning and include Barrii conspicuous. The newer
varieties should include Alcida, a striking flower but rather formal; Firetail, a Crosficld seedling unsurpassed
for cutting; and Mrs. Barclay, a most
attractive flower of Dutch origin. Sunrise is one of the earliest to flower
and has that rare orange coloring of
the petals which is so attractive. Add
Shackleton, a vigorous grower with a
broad, pure white, reflexed cup of
chrome-yellow, shading to orangescarlet; and to prolong your flowering
season, some Frau Margaret Hohmann, the very- latest of this class.
For the three outstanding novelties
I suggest Fleur, which has a broadpetaled perianth of unusual substance
and a pure white color in contrast to
the heavily frilled soft orange cup;
Eclair, a Poeticus-like flower with the
deepest red cup I have seen; and
Peggy de Graaff, one of our largest
and most refined seedlings.
It will be noted that in classes II
and III and in the next class, the
Leedsii, I have not given separate
lists of the subdivisions, but have given
varieties belonging to both. With the
constant crossing between the - groups
the borderline between these subdivisions is not nearly as clearly
marked as it was in 1910 when the
classification was arranged. Though I
should be loath to depart from this
classification which has worked so
well, it would take me too far to mention a dozen varieties for each subdivision, though of course this could
be easily done.
As standard varieties for the
Leedsii I shall give this time some
newer varieties, since I consider the
old ones, such as White Lady and
Mrs. Langtry, obsolete and the newer
ones are easily available. I should suggest Lord Kitchener, Hera and Anion,
three very- distinct types. They are
very cheap and lend themselves remarkably well to naturalizing.
Of the newer ones I shall mention
Louis Capet, a dainty little flower of
perfect conformation; Mrs. Nette
O'Melveny, a "dancing" Daffodil with
pure white perianth and a light yellow
cup with orange picotee. Delaware has
a unique quince-colored cup, and for
curiosity's sake I mention Grand Canyon which has been called a CactusNarcissus because of its long twisted
petals. As last I propose that beautiful
flower, Silver Star, one of my favorites. Among the higher-priced varieties there is Radio, quite unique
because of its large flat cup with
radiating yellow and white stripes;
Veronica, with a fluted apricot-tinted
cup; and Gertie Millar, one of the
largest Leedsii and here in the Northwest a consistent prize winner in the
Leedsium class. I have omitted Daisy
Schaffer, the largest and finest of all
Leedsii, because the price, two hun-

Arm( years of shortage in
she choice newer Daffodils,
ukse to the restrictions of
'Quarantine 37, American
gardeners now enjoy a wide
range of bulbs grown in this
country. Some of the superior modern varieties are pictured on these pages. Many
more are available, and it
seems fair to predict that in
tie future America will hold
a leading place among the
successful Narcissus-produclog countries of the world
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JOHN EVELYN

Idred dollars each, is prohibitive. When
it is more plentiful, it is bound to become, very popular.
THE LITTLE DAMES

The next two divisions, V, the
Triandrus hybrids, and VI, the Cyclamineus hybrids, should be planted
in as great a variety as possible.
Among the medium-priced Triandrus
hybrids available in this country, I
think Agnes Harvey and Mrs. Alfred'
Pearson are the finest, with, of course,
charming little Queen of Spain which
does so well in the rock garden. Outstanding among the slightly more expensive are my own seedlings, Moonshine and Pearly Queen. They arc
larger and require a different setting
than the smaller types. Since the
Cvclamineus hybrids are very scarce,
the only available examples seem to
be February Gold and March Sunshine. Both are extremely early and
with us are the harbingers of the Daffodil season.
Division VII, the Jonquilla hybrids,
has always fascinated me. Though the
true Jonquilla belongs in class II, I
shall mention it here, since I should
like to see it planted with some of
its hybrids. It is, of course, very late,
but that is one of its attractions. The
single and double forms of it are quite
plentiful now, but one must be sure
to get the true type with flowers not
more than half an inch in diameter
and rush-like foliage. Then, of course,
you should have some of the Odorus
Compernellii types of which rugulosus,
the large single, and plenus, the double,
are the best. There are many variations in the singles such as giganteus,
maximus and others, but one of these
is sufficient for your collection. Orange
Queen is one of the brightest flowers
we have. The flowers are a unique
orange-yellow.
Tans Hostilius, Golden Sceptre
and Buttercup are good examples of
the huger hybrids. They are very
profile and make good subjects for
naturaffsiog. Of the novelties I shall
mend= While Wedgewood, a pure
white Jonquil hybrid; General Pershing, as large as some of the larger
yellow trumpet types; and Lady Hillingdon, which has clusters of pale
yellow Bowers of a wax-bite texture.
Division VIII, the Tazetta group,
includes the Poetaz varieties. Of these
Laurens Koster, Frans Bab and
Orange Cap are the leaders. The
Bowers have a certain stiffness which
makes then less artuactire for informal plantiogs. There are, however,
two very Ismotand norelties in this
dass, Glorious sad Golden. Perfection.
These to les:ate what can be done
*ids the Poet= group and many hyhrifframs 'is! Holland are wadi* with
them. Cheerfulness the arable Maks
is most attractive and a welcome addi-

tion to this class.
POETICUS GROUP

Division IX, the Poeticus group, is
best known to the general public as
a separate division. The best known
variety is, of course, the old Pheasant's
Lye, Poeticus recurvus, which, since
it is very late, makes a very fine addition to the naturalizing mixture. For
my garden collection, however, I shall
select some better varieties. For early
flowers I prefer the new Ornatus
maximus. The flowers are well proportioned and the plant with its curly
foliage very attractive. Horace and
Glory of Lisse are both early and
good, and Homer and Dulcimer are
among the later good varieties. Of the
newer yet comparatively cheap varieties there is Edwina, quite the
largest I have seen; Rupert Brooke,
one of the famous Engleheart introductions; and Snow King, raised by
Dawson in 1910 and still very desirable.
If undisturbed for a long period,
Poeticus varieties do extremely well.
They have practically no dormant period and, if transplanted, a certain
portion of the roots suffer, with a
corresponding setback in growth. On
our commercial plantings we lift the
Poeticus group every two or three
years in order to get larger and
stronger bulbs.
The double Daffodils, division X,
have always been a bone of contention.
Since the people that like them seem
to be in the majority, whether you
like them or not, I should include a
few varieties. The Pearl, uniform,
creamy white; Argent, white and
golden yellow; and Dubloom, light and
dark yellow, are all very cheap and
look very attractive when planted in
groups against a background of shrubs.
Among the newer varieties there is
the very early Twink, yellow and
orange, which also forces remarkably
well; Snowsprite, a pure white double
Leedsii; and Indian Chief, not beautiful, but a good show flower. It is
about three times the size of other
double Daffodils. This was a Backhouse seedling but named and introduced by me in 1927. When it first
flowered, I was inclined to discard it,
but for fun I brought some flowers to
a big Daffodil show in Haarlem. It
then transpired that the commercial
growers in Holland liked it very much
and the first offsets sold at a very high
price. It will, however, never be a
ifld I doubt if it
commercial Ho . '
- nno'rsseur
will appeal to
:Copeland. beauti.:lly
redcii,..
flowers with
favorite
petals, and is 7:
class. Daphne, the double
Poeticus orsatus, has excellent c inercial qualities. It flowers very c_:
The very last Daffodil to flower h.

my collection is Aibus plenus adoratus,
the "double white" of our English
friends, that is sold there in unbelievable quantities for cutting and
naturalizing. This variety requires a
cool, moist climate and will not flower
under other conditions.
The last group, division XI, includes
most of the charming rock or miniature Daffodils which are once more
available in this country, although still
only in small quantities. They should
be left undisturbed for years and, if
happy, will soon establish themselves
and afford a lovely picture in early
spring. All the bulbocodium, except
1;tonapityllus (the white hoop-petticoat), like moisture and should be
planted at the foot of the rock garden. MonophyHus should be planted
in almost pure sand in a dry, wellsheltered position, Triandrus albus
and Jurcifolius need partial shade
and a light, gritty soil and should be
given a well-drained position.
And now a few hints to the ama-

teur grower: Round bulbs cost- about
25% less than the big double nosed
bulbs generally offered and are just
as good to start a collection with. They
produce only one flower per bulb, but
that flower is usually of a very fine
quality. In the second place, remember
that most of the varieties I mention,
can easily he forced for house culture.
A small greenhouse or even a sunroom is sufficient, since Daffodils
should never have more than about
55 degrees Fahrenheit. In doing this
one can easily have Daffodils from
Christmas on, and if the bulbs are
ripened off in the basement they can
be planted out next fall and in two
years will flower again in the garden.
And in the third place, after having laid the foundations for a collection, specialize in the types you prefer and raise some seedlings from your
best varieties. It is only the first years
that it is a tedious job. When your
own seedlings come in flower, you will
be amply repaid.
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DAFFODILS COME INTO THEIR OWN AT THE 1934 FLOWER SHOW
Uoturtouy, Oregon Bulb Farms

Among the Many Rare Varieties to Be Shown This Week Will Be (Left to Right)
Silver Star, a Giant Leedsi; Grand Canyon, a New Cactus Type; Mayflower, a Lovely Barri;
Debeate White Wedgewood, and the Two-toned Twink
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rA HOST OF
DAFFODILS
Frilled Golden Trumpets,
Deep-Colored Cups,
Many New Types
By JAN DE GRAAFF.

NEW and brilliant feature of
American flower shows is
a representative display of
Daffodil varieties. Flower
lovers in crowds hail the inclusion
of such an exhibit with grateful delight, and the philosophical horticulturist views their enthusiasm as
one of many hopeful signs that this
country is fax on its way toward
fine gardening.
The great flower shows of Europe
have been ahead of our own flower
shows in thus displaying Daffodils.
We have shown Daffodils, of
course, often by the hundreds; but
for the most part they have been
of familiar varieties, forced in pots
and shown on the floor, crowded
close together, in classes where the
prizes were for skill in growing
them rather than for the flowers.
Fortunately for the lovers of Daffodils, all that is rapidly changing.
Real Daffodil shows, limited to this
one flower, have begun to appear in
the United States; and of still
greater importance to the general
gardening public, there are now
real displays of Daffodils at thb
leading Spring flower shows. Last
year for the first time such exhibits were staged at the New York
show. They received so warm a
welcome that this year mom space
'will be devoted to similar displays
of the flower.
These exhibits, making it possible for the amateur grower to study
and compare types and varieties
closely, are of particular importance where the Daffodil is concerned. There is, I believe, no other class of flowers where true appreciation depends so much on a

cultured and refined taste, the result of years of observation.

Appreciation of Daffodils.
At the first large Daffodil shows
in this country, at Tacoma, Wash.,
and Portland, Ore., which I judged,
this lack of "Daffodil education"
was evident. The public, both amateur and professional, was primarily interested in the size of the
flowers. Nevertheless, the advantages of an exhibi'; making comparisons possible were obvious.
Seedling varieties immense in size,
but with very short stems and generally not fit for a critical public,
'were admired and discussed, but
the public did not wish to possess
them. At the same show some very
large trumpet Daffodils were exhibited, such as Duchanel, Giant
Killer and Treserve, all of very
good proportions, and these found
decided favor. Although the public
seemed to admire the large and
coarse types, they already realized
that size alone was not enough to
make a good Daffodil.
At later shows a gradual change
in the public taste became evident.
The new Daffodils were largely
owned by the Holland firms who
had established nurseries in this
country and who had brought with
them their knowledge and taste acquired during many years abroad.
The public, of course, benefited
immensely by this competition. It
took only a few years for the
public to learn to distinguish Detween the different divisions of
Daffodils, every one of them with
its peculiar characteristics. There
is now a rapidly growing group of
people In this' country who can

judge *tad appreciate these flowers
wills the bee: Corrinental and English amate -r:.
Producing New Daffodils.
Raising new Daffodils is a slow
process. It takes from five to seven
years for seedlings to flower. Each
seedling is different and the stock
of a named variety has to be grown
from one bulb only. Hybridizers of
Daffodils often have as many as
10,000 new seedlings coming into
flower in one season. Out of this
number usually no more than half
a dozen are selected for further
observation.
The first point considered in selecting a new variety is the general appearance of the plant. The
flower must he carried well above
the foliage. Also it must stand well
out from the stem, and the relative proportions of plant stem and
flower must be pleasing.
The next thing taken into account
is form: that is, the proportions of
the different parts of the flower in
relation to one another. With the
great diversity of taste among gardeners, both professional and amateur, there are no hard and fast
rules about form; but few persons
would care for a Daffodil in which
the cup or trumpet was larger or
more expanded than the perianth.
Also there is a limit as to the
size desirable. Even in such beautifully proportioned flowers as
Diotima and Statendam, most authorities agree that the bounds
have almost been overstepped, and
that by their immense size they
have lost something of that intimate charm which we instinctively
associate with Daffodils.
Another point considered in appraising Daffodils is the perfection
of the cup, or trumpet, and of the

perianth Many of the recent seedlings, such as Nette
have perianths as round and solidlooking as a saucer or, as in Aerolite, opening perfectly fiat. Many
of the newer hybrids, a large number of which will be shown at the
New York show, have perianths
that are without a flaw, Batavier,
Eclair and Cymric Queen are outstanding in this respect. Every
petal is rounded and overlaps the
next one by such a margin that
at a distance the impression is that
the perianth is of one piece.
But many people have kept a little place in their hearts for the
more informal types of Daffodils
with nicely star-shaped perianths;
yes, even for those with gracefully
twisted petals, like the new Grand
Canyon and Rocky Mountains,
which have been termed the "cactea" types.
Deepening. Daffodil Hues.
Many of the newer Daffodils.
such as :John Evelyn, with its pure
white perianth and orange-yellow
cup, are deeply frilled. In this variety and in some others the frill
is so dense as to appear double,
In a Daffodil of pleasing form
almost any color is acceptable.
However, the development of pink
and red shades in Daffodils has
greatly widened their appeal. In
the yellow trumpets, a richer, deeper golden color has been attained,
as, for instance, in Warwick. Varieties with reddish-orange trumpets
have appeared. In the white trumpet types purer colors and better
form have rewarded the hybridizers' art. The greatest achievement
of recent hybridization, however, is
in the marvelous development of
the "red-cupped" and "orangecupped" Barrii, Inconanarabilis and
I.eedsii types.
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FIELDS OF GOLD
by JAN

W

HERE not so long ago stood majestic forests of
Douglas fir—in fact, in the heart of the timberlands and within sight of snow-capped peaks—a
distinctly new agricultural industry has taken root within
the past ten years. In the springtime acres and acres of
gold-carpeted fields delight the eye, and daffodil-time bids
fair to outdo the famous Portland Festival of Roses as a
floral attraction in the Pacific Northwest.
Remembering the diked, immaculate fields of the
Netherlands, where bulb culture has flourished for centuries, skeptics will want to know just what is so new
about the industry, aside from the fact that it has been
transplanted to America. They get their answer in the
steady roar of tractor diggers and cultivators, in the absence from the scene of an army of men and boys such as
one encounters in European fields. And the people of
Oregon and Washington, watching sales figures mount
into millions of dollars, express their satisfaction with this
fledgling industry, one that does not conflict with any
already established business and has proved its right to
exist.
The story begins not much over ten years ago, when in
1922 the Federal authorities began to tighten restrictions
about the import of bulbs, striving to check the influx of
new plant diseases to this country. Then, on January
1, 1926, the gates were closed against the importation
of narcissi—variously known also as daffodils and jonquils—except for a few inspected bulbs to be used by
growers for propagating purposes.
In the three years or so after it became apparent that
America was to be closed to foreign-grown daffodils and
before the ban became final, many alert farmers considered the opportunity open to them. On the one side there
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was an established demand, since some 77 million daffodils were sold annually in the United States; on the
other, a crop about which very little was known in this
country and which, according to the Federal Horticultural
Board, was full of pests and diseases.
Judged by the quality of daffodil bulbs that came from
Holland—far and away the majority of all importations—
and the fact that bulb culture had prospered for centuries
in that region close to the sea, the logical location for
American bulb fields appeared to be along the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts. Early plantings were made both in the
East and West, and today daffodil growers can be found
in many regions—for instance, in Michigan. But the seacoasts have been favored, and in the country between
Portland, Oregon, and Seattle, Washington, fully 60 per
cent of the commercial plantings are now located.
The trend in production of the so-called Dutch types of
daffodils—as distinct from the "paper-whites" which are
flowered indoors in wintertime—has been steadily to the
Northwest in recent years. The moist, warm winters and
springs, with dry weeks in summer at the time the bulbs
are lifted, afford a favorable climate. Yet it has not been
climate primarily but ingenuity, inventiveness and the
use of machine methods that have built this new Northwest agriculture to the point where approximately 150
carloads of daffodil bulbs were shipped this past fall.
First efforts to grow daffodils in America were through
adoption of the Dutch technic, requiring skilled, yet
cheap, hand labor. Opposed to this was the alternative of
developing an entirely new method for producing bulbs
by machine; and this alternative soon became recognized
as the only course that would win in a land where the
available help was neither well-enough trained nor willing

to work for the low wages that had to be paid if the
bulbs were not to be prohibitive in price.
The evolution of a mechanized bulb industry
has been slow and painful. It has been my good
fortune for the past eight years to witness its gradual development, and in describing the scene perhaps the best start can be made by outlining the
way in which daffodil bulbs are originated and
propagated.
Let us consider the case of the most popular
daffodil in the United States, a large yellow
trumpet type, called King Alfred. This variety was
raised from seed in England and was introduced
in 1899.
Most daffodils will set seed easily, but the seeds
will not come true. That is, if one gathers seed
from one variety of daffodils, the flowers growing
from this seed will all be different.
It takes from five to seven years for daffodil
seed to flower, and the chances are that of 5000'
seedlings that flower possibly one will be an improvement over already existing varieties. When
the seedlings flower in the hybridizer's garden, he
selects the best plants, each one a new variety.
King Alfred, for instance, was probably first seen
in flower in 1890.
When a bulb flowers for the first time, it is
round like an onion and in the trade is called a
single-nosed bulb. When planted again the bulb
will show two "noses" the next year, as daffodils
increase by splitting. Very often it also has some
smaller splits attached. The third year the splits
will separate from the old bulb, the "mother
bulb," and will be found to be small round bulbs,
thus completing the cycle. Some varieties increase
more rapidly than others, about 50 per cent in weight
per year being normal.
It is evident, therefore, that raising daffodils from seed is
a very slow procedure, which can only pay the grower if
really good varieties are produced. In the case of King
Alfred the monetary returns have been enormous. The
stock of this variety now grown in this country, England
and Holland is worth many millions of dollars. Many new
varieties are being originated in this country, but the industry is too young and the process too slow to show
results as yet.
The process of growing bulbs commercially is to plant
the bulbs in the fall, dig them the next summer, dry and
cure them and divide the splits from the mother bulbs.
The bulbs are then sorted into several grades: large
mother bulbs, commercial grades—those with one or two
noses—and small rounds and splits. In the fall the bulbs
are planted again and we can expect that the good rounds
planted will grow into double-nosed bulbs, the small rounds
and splits will grow into larger,• rounds, and the mother
bulbs will continue to give large and small splits.
The history of the establishment of the large commercial daffodil farms in the United States is a record of a
series of hardships and setbacks crowned by victory.
Growing daffodils was not a simple matter. One could
learn much from Holland growers, who, knowing the ins
and outs of the game, started large farms in the United
States. But to the careful watchers it soon became evident that, although so adept at growing bulbs at home, in
a strange country the Dutchmen were very much at sea.
In Holland all bulbs are planted in beds, little plots of
some fifty feet long by three feet wide, and the bulbs are
planted by hand in short rows across these
beds. First the land is spaded by hand,'
often two feet deep, then with a little
marker pushed by a man it is laid out in
a series of these beds, the contours being
indicated only on the surface.
The first bed, in a corner of the field, is
then excavated to a depth of about six

inches, the bottom soil raked flat and this
bottom soil again marked by a roller, covered with slats spaced six inches, to indicate where the bulbs should be planted.
Then with a rope the bed is divided in two,
and a man and a boy set the daffodil bulbs
in their place. Six bulbs to a short row,
fifty rows to a bed. When this is done, the
top soil of the next bed is excavated and
thrown on top of the first bed and the
process is repeated until the field is
planted. Likewise, the cultivating, weeding and digging are all done by hand.
The many growers in America who attempted to follow this practice soon had
to admit that with unskilled help, with the
often heavier soil, Dutch methods were
not suited to America. The result was a
great demand for machines, with a gradual
evolution of farming methods better suited
to mechanical operations.
There developed special plows to do
away with the laborious hand spading,
special machines to open furrows in which
the bulbs are planted, machines to cultivate and weed the fields, and, above all,
machines to dig the bulbs when the crop is
ready to be sold. Since planting by hand
was found to be impractical, bulbs are
planted in long rows, either in single or
double file.
The bulbs were brought out to the field
and scattered in the rows while a crew of
men went along and put them in right side
up. A specially built cultivator could follow along and cover the bulbs and the
planting operation was over. Too much
manual labor was, however, required, and
pretty soon some inventive genius came
out with a small machine that guided itself
along the field in straight lines, opened
two furrows, carried some trays with
bulbs and two boys who planted them. A
special attachment closed the furrows
again after the bulbs were planted.
These machines were small and could
not carry many bulbs, while the farms
were getting larger and the rows longer.
Clearly there was need for a machine that
would crawl along slowly enough to enable
the men to set the bulbs carefully and that
could carry sufficient bulbs to plant a row
half a mile long.
Again an inventor turned up and, with
the help of a cut-down truck, a very fine
tractor was built that creeps along at the
snail's pace of 1500 feet per hour and will
enable its occupants to plant perfectly
four or five rows of bulbs at that speed.
Keeping this up all day, some three to four
acres can be planted without fatigue.
The next problem was the weeds that
spring up so freely in the well-plowed,
well-manured soil that is needed for daffodils. It was found that by hanging a
carriage with special weeding teeth in
front of a tractor some ten acres per day
could be weeded by only one man.
Seeing this machine ambling through
the fields, neatly cultivating three rows at
a time, I often think of the fields in Holland and the hundreds of boys who pull
each weed by hand. In some climates
bulbs need more covering for a very severe

winter; the same machine now adorned
with little disks in front will do a nice job of
throwing extra soil on top of the daffodils.
When the spring comes there is more weeding to do.
EACH FLOWER PICKED

the daffodils bloom and after that
the flowers have to be picked, because
Sotherwise
they will set seed and the
OON

strength which should go into the bulb
must not be used up in making a large
seed pod. No machine has been developed
that will properly pick the flowers.
Large numbers of men are employed,
therefore, and each flower is snipped off
with a sharp knife just at the neck, where
the seed pod would develop. This is one of
the most important things, and the grower
who thought that he could produce bulbs
on a commercial scale and also sell his
flowers in quantities soon found that he
was burning the candle at both ends.
After the flowers are snipped off, there
comes a quiet month or two in the fields,
but now is the time when all inventive
genius is turned to the major mechanical
problem of the year how to get the bulbs
out of the ground.
The early experiments of American
bulb growers were
made mostly with
different types of
potato diggers. But
a daffodil bulb is
not a potato. It
will not stand abuse
and, above all, it
cannot be left in
the sun for long.
The machine had to
be built that would
dig the bulb carefully, lift it out of
the soil, and deposit
it without the
slightest bruise in
the special shallow
trays that are commonly used to store
bulbs in the warehouses.
Nothing can describe the machines
that have been
built, the shattered
hopes and the tremendous efforts
that have gone into some of the early
American bulb-diggers. I have seen huge
rotating cylinders that would bite their
way into the soil. I have seen curious little
plows that would turn the bulbs upside
down, leaving them on a high ridge for the
following pick-up and conveyor chains
which deposited them in the trays.
Some of the best types evolved have the
digger attached to the side of the tractor.
The bulbs come up over the conveyor, fall
on a gently shaking screen and from there
are delivered free from dirt in the shallow
trays. A more recent one has the digging

tart and conveyor hung underneath a
tractor.
Does mechanization of the industry
stop in the field? In Holland the bulbs are
brought in to the warehouses in little baskets, placed by hand on fixed shelves and
again from there placed by hand on the
counting and grading tables after they are
properly cured and dried.
A NEEDED INVENTION

the American warehouse. Here
N wesoseeinlarge
rolling tables, generally
OT

in connection with a machine that shakes
and rolls the bulbs over and over very
gently until all particles of sand and dirt
are rubbed off. From this machine they
fall on the rolling tables—large endless
belts. Men stand on each side and sort the
bulbs in their different sizes and grades.
And here I must sadly admit that not all
the inventive genius of the world has given
us a bulb counter. This work has to be
done by hand. Some most elaborate mechanical counters have been tried—for
instance, one operating on the principle
of the photo-electric cell that registers
whenever a bulb passed a little beam of
light. It took just as long to,space the bulbs
correctly as it would take to count them.
One major problem was left; The treatment of the pests and diseases. For only if
the diseases could not merely be checked,
but actually cured and prevented in this
country, did the importation restrictions
have any reason for existence. Under
the able leadership of the Government
scientists, remarkable success has been
achieved, and though we cannot yet speak
of having absolutely cured all diseases, we
have now adequate control methods.
There are three daffodil ailments. One
is plainly visible by a curious striping of
the plant and flower. This is called mosaic
and is easily eradicated by destroying the
sick plants. The second is an insect pest,
the larger and smaller daffodil fly. The
larvae of this fly eat the bulbs and, of course,
destroy them in due time. Perfect control
has been developed in America by the use
of large chambers filled with cyanide gas.
The bulbs are left in these chambers for
four hours, and all
insect life is killed.
The third and
most serious trouble is the "eelworm,"
a microscopic
worm that gradually eats the bulbs
and easily spreads
through the plantings. Dutch and
English scientists
had found amen od
of controlling this
years ago—a hotwater bath of three
hours at 110 degrees. For large
plantings this is
-
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a new method has
recently been developed which will
soon be more generally used. This
is the vapor bath,
which can hold more •
bulbs, treat them efficiently, and, above
all, leaves the
deeply, that is properly drained and
bulbs perfectly dry after treatment. This
neither too wet nor too dry, and, above all,
vapor bath is not an absolute control for
it needs very careful attention during all
eelworm, but it will kill the fly and mite
the stages of the growing process.
and, to a marked degree, check an eelworm
Since daffodils for planting purposes are
infestation.
expensive, a sound financial backing is
Considering that the machinery conalso necessary. The growers that have,
nected with growing daffodils has now
nevertheless, had the courage to start
been well tried out, and considering that
early and that were fortunate enough to
the pests and diseases are now well conbe located in the best districts have shown
trolled, if not entirely eradicated, growing
amply that they can raise, as some have
daffodils is still not everybody's game. It
advertised, bulbs "that beat the Dutch."
needs well-adapted land that can be tilled
-

BEAUTY FOR GARDENS EVERYWHERE

Harry G. Healy and Courtesy Oregon RLeb Farms

The New Varieties of Daffodil .s Range in Type From Tiny Wild-Species Hybrids to Hugh Giant Trumpets. Above (Left to Right) Are
La VestaIe. a Graceful White Trumpet, Snowsprite a Dainty Double, and the Brilliantly Colored Appleby.
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DAFFODILS OF NEW TYPES

.

Recent Novelties Include Midgets That
Bloom in March and Orange Cups
By JAN DE GRAAFF

I

N various parts of this country
the daffodils are already bringing their message of Spring.
Here in New York, at the International Flower Show, they come
with the news that the day is not
far off when they will make their
appearance in our gardens.
From a position of very little
significance, daffodils have come
forward into the limelight during
the past five years until now they
occupy a leading place in the interest of the gardening public. New
types are being developed, and the
most recent hybrids are almost
startling in their great variety of
color and perfection of form.
The changes in daffodils from
year to year are, as a rule, very
slight, and there is little possibility
that a new daffodil of this season
will within a few years be entirely
surpassed by greatly improved
varieties. Since the changes are
small, it takes a discerning eye to
observe and appreciate them. One
has to have a keen feeling for harmony of color and line to enjoy the
full beauty of the new daffodil
hybrids.

Why Daffodils Were "Classified."
To understand daffodils and appreciate their fine points it is
necessary to have at least a slight
acquaintance with the various types
now being grown. As early as 1884
the Royal Horticultural Society of
England held a conference on
daffodils, and, whereas at that time
only some fifty-four varieties out
of some 600 in existence were found
worthy of a name, over 6,000 are
now registered. By 1908 the enormous increase in the number of
named varieties, and the crossing
and intercrossing of the once fairly

distinct types, necessitated the
adoption of a classification for
garden and more especially for
show purposes. This list was later
slightly modified, and it is now
used as the basis for judging daffodils.
This, however, is not the only
purpose served by the Royal Horticultural classification. It affords the
amateur grower guidance in the
selection of the types best suited
to his particular purpose. It is
therefore of importance to any one
at all interested in this lovely
flower to know the various divisions
and subdivisions of the genus narcissus. Narcissus is the botanical
name for the whole genus; daffodil
is the English equivalent for this
word, and these two terms can be
used interchangeably. A jonquil is,
however, a distinct type, always a
hybrid of the true French Narcissus
jonquilla, In the official classification of the daffodil the jonquils are
listed as Division 7, one of the
eleven divisions that are recognized.

Distinguishing Characteristics.
One of the main characteristics
of all daffodils is the cup, crown or
trumpet, surrounded by the perianth, consisting of six segments or
"petals." The relation of the size
of the trumpet to the length of
these perianth segments or petals
forms the chief basis for classification. Division 1 contains all flowers
with a trumpet as long as, or longer
than, the perianth segments; Division 2, all flowers with trumpets
longer than one-third the length of
the perianth segments, but shorter
than the segments. Division 3 includes all daffodils with Shorter
trumpets than those of Division 2.
There are, however, other char-

acteristics which are taken into
account, such as color and derivation. These form the basis for other
classifications. The full classification is as follows:
Division 1—Trumpet Daffodils.
Distinguishing characteristics—
Trumpet as long or longer than
the perianth segments: (a) Varieties with yellow trumpets and
perianth of the same shade or
lighter (but not white). (b)
Varieties with white trumpet and
perianth. (c) Varieties having a
white or whitish perianth and a
trumpet colored yellow, lemon, or
primrose, &c.
These three groups are commonly called "yellow trumpets,"
"white trumpets" and "bi-colors."
Division 2 Incomparabilis.
Distinguishing character — Cup
or crown not less than one-third
but less than equal to the length
of the perianth segments. (a)
Yellow shades with or without
red coloring in the cup. (b) Bicolor varieties with white or
whitish perianths and self-yellow,
red-stained or red cup.
—

Division 5-Barris.

Distinguishing character — Cup
or crown less than one-third the
length of the perianth segments.
(a) Yellow shades, with or without red coloring on the cup. (b)
Bi-color varieties with white or
whitish perianth and self-yellow,
red-stained, or red cup.
Division 4—Leedsii.
Distinguishing characteristic —
Perianth white and cup white,
cream or pale citron, sometimes
tinged with pink or apricot. '(a)
Cup or crown not less than onethird, but less than equal to the
length of the perianth segments.
(b) Cup less than one-third the
length of the perianth segments.
It is obvious that the abovementioned four divisions can
easily be recognized. The first
three—the Trumpet, Incomparabilis, and Barrii—by the length of
the trumpet or cup, and the
Leedsii by their light coloring and
by cups that are always shorter
than in Division la (the white
trumpet daffodils).
'Tae next divisions, from 5 to
ls ,use not so easy to recognize,
since in them the parentage of
the flower, however far remote,
is taken into consideration. They
are as follows:
Division 5— Triandrus Hybrids.

All varieties containing Narcissus triandrus blood, such as
Queen of Spain, Agnes Harvey
and Moonshine.
Narcissus triandrus, the parent
of this very interesting division,
is a very small wild daffodil
which is found in the mountain
regions of Spain. Its small white
flowers are usually borne in
clusters.
All daffodils in this division are
well suited to the rock-garden.

Division 6 Cyclamineus Hybrids.
Narcissus cyclamineus is likewise a very small Spanish daffodil, usually not more than two
inches tall. Its distinguishing
character is the curious way ia
which the perianth segments fold
back against the stem. The cyclamineus hybrids are always small,
though larger than the parent,
They do very well in the rockgarden, and since they flower extremely early, they prolong the
daffodil season by several weeks.
—

Division 7 —Jonquilla Hybrids.

These include all varieties obviously of Jonquilla parentage as
shown, by the distinct foliage,
which is rounded and not flat, as
in other daffodils. The flowers
are bright yellow and borne in
small clusters on thin, wiry stems.
All Jonquilla hybrids are very
....as nay eaesuai lasting,
qualities. While they are usually
too large for the rock-garden,
they are unsurpassed for mass
plantings under trees.
Division 4—Tazetta (Garden Forms
and Hybrids).
This division contains the poetaz
varieties and the Dutch varieties
of polyanthus or cluster-flowered
narcissus. The extremely fragrant flowers, in several colors,
are borne in large clusters, sometimes as many as twelve, on
thick, heavy stems. Since they
often have a rather stiff appearance they lend themselves to formal plantings.
Division 9 Poetieus Varieties.
These are hybrids of the poeticus or "Poet's" daffodils. The
perianth is always pure white,
whiter than in any other daffodil.
The cups, or "eyes," very small
and flat, are yellow with a well-defined red rim which distinguishes
them from all other daffodils,
Division 10—Double Daffodils.
This division includes all varieties with more than the usual
single row of perianth segments.
"Doubling" may be the result of
a sudden mutation, when a known
single daffodil suddenly develops
more than the usual number of
petals; or it may be the result of
systematic breeding. The very
fine group of doubles to which
Twink, Indian Chief, Etna, Texas
and Moulin Rouge belong are all
the result of a series of successful
experimental crosses which flowered for the first time in 1916.
Division 11—Varlous.
This division includes the true
wild forms of Narcissus triandrus,
cyclamineus, Jonquilla, &c.- The
pretty Hoop-petticoat daffodils
(Narcissus bulbocodium) also belong to this division. All of these
are excellent for the rock-garden,
but they are seldom seen at flower
shows.
With the aid of the above list, and
a few minutes' study at a flower
show, the amateur will be able to
recognize the different types of daffodils,
—

found in Parkinson
famous "Paradisus Terrestris" of 1629.
He divides the Daffodils of that time into
various groups according to the length
of the cup or trumpet. His description
of a Trumpet Daffodil, as we now call
them, is amusing. The trumpet, he ;

William Backhouse, who raised some re-

description,—is

say,ilongretha"
outer leaves that doe eneompasse it, so
that it seenieth rather like a trunke or
long nose than a cup or chalice,. such as
almost all the true Narcissus or true
Daffodils have." He devotes some forty
pages to woodcuts and quaint descriptions of nearly one hundred varieties.
After Parkinson, little mention is made
of the Daffodil in literature until we come
to the year 1724. In that year Miller's
"Gardeners' Dictionary" appeared with a
full account of the Daffodils then grown.
Miller tells us how to raise Daffodils from
seed and seems to have been one of the
first advocates of the "Buy British" campaign. He writes: "The not practicing
this, (raising Daffodils from seed), has
oceas'oned our sending abroad annually
for great quantities of flower-roots, which
have been kept up to a high price, on
account of the great demand for them in
England, whereas, if we were as industrious to propagate them as our neighbours, we might soon vie with them, if
not outdo them, in most sorts of flowers."
L'ttle was written about the Daffodil
until in the early 19th century another
great botanist, Salisbury, published his
"Cultivation of Rare Plants" (1812). Following this great work came the notable
Narcissus Monograph by Adrian Hardy
Haworth, published in 1831 In the
meantime another famous botanist was
studying the genus Narcissus, the Hon.
and Rev. William Herbert, and in his
magnificent work "Amaryflidaceae" he
classifies and describes some 150 varieties. At that time several amateur growers were getting interested in raising
Daffodils from seed; and one of them,
Edward Leeds of Manchester, raised some
notable seedlings. About 1840 he writes
to a friend: "I think much remains to
be done in the production of fine hybrids
of this beautiful tribe of plants, and it
may be mentioned, these are not ephemeral
productions like many florists' flowers,
but will last for centuries with very little
care, as the common kinds have done in
our gardens."
In 1874, Leeds, ill and crippled, decided
to sell his whole collection of Daffodils,
then consisting of 169 distinct and new
varieties. No buyer came forward and
Leeds sadly directs in his will that after
his death all his notes and bulbs have to
be destroyed. However, a young Londoner, Peter Barr, an ardent gardener,
heard about the Leeds collection. Not
financially able to raise the hundred
pounds that were asked for it, he formed
a syndicate, which finally acquired the
Leeds colleetion, a total of 24,000 bulbs
and seedlings. Peter Barr retained half
of this collection and it formed the
nucleus of his later so famous and complete collection.
After Leeds came another amateur,

markably beautiful flowers. When he
died in 1869, Peter Barr also bought his
complete collection, consisting of 192 distinct sorts. He then owned a total of
361 varieties of new Daffodils. Since
Barr's Nurseries were not large enough
to hold this very valuable collection, he
sent the larger part to his old and trusted
friend, Simon Adrian de Graaff of Leiden, Holland...
Already before that time Simon de
Graaff had been raising new Daffodils
from seed. Now with this collection to
draw from as well, he saw his opportunity and soon introduced an entirely
new race of Daffodils, the most famous
of which was the well-known Madame de
Graaff, a very-large, white Trumpet Daffodil, according to the standards of the
time. This variety was shown in London
in 1887, and received a First Class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural
Society. It created quite a stir among
daffodil enthusiasts, due in some measures to the high price that was asked for
it, $25.00 a bulb. This was the first time
a high price was asked for a new Daffodil,
and the year 1887 marks the beginning
of the daffodil industry as such.
The great popularity of the Daffodil,
that has increased so rapidly since that
date, is, of course, in a large measure
due to the wonderful development which
it has undergone in the hands of subsequent hybridizers.
Barr & Sons commenced making crosses
in 1884, and at the beginning of the century, brought out some very fine Daffodils, notably Peter Barr and Lord
Roberts. At the same time another very
keen gardener, the Rev. George Engleheart, was raising new Daffodils, and became perhaps the greatest single contributor to the wealth of types and colors
we now have in modern Daffodils. He
was responsible for the development of
the Poeticus family and also raised some
good double Daffodils. John Kendall,
another of the amateur growers, had more
luck than any other hybridizer, yet he
did not live to see his supreme achievement. His greatest creation, the Yellow
Trumpet King Alfred, did not flower
until after his death. His sons offered
bulbs of this variety for the first time in
1900 at $30.00 each.
Next to these three hybridizers, we
niust place Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse, who
commenced raising Daffodils in 1888.
She is largely responsible for the many
splendid red-cupped Daffodils that we
see at the present shows.
While Daffodils had thus been grown
in Europe as garden varieties from early
in the 15th century, it is not until the
latter part of the 19th century that they
began to attract the hybridizer and the
general public. It is interesting to note
that these late 19th century hybridizers
had all been producing flowers different
from one another and in such a marked
way that one could almost invariably
identify the raiser by the nature and type
of seedling produced. .
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Care

and Treatment of

Daffodil Bulbs in Summer
By JAN DE GRAAFF

B

Y the end of June the Daffodils in

our gardens have reached their
full growth. The foliage turns
yellow and on closer inspection
the root system will show that it is
dying off.
Are the Daffodils to be left in the
ground for another season? If so, it is
now time to cut off the foliage, taking
care to rake it together and burn it.
The ashes make good fertilizer, but if not
burned the foliage provides a resting
place for fungi over the Winter, with the
consequence that next season there is apt
to be trouble.
In deciding whether the bulbs can be
left in or whether they should be dug,
I should consider two points : First, the
condition of the health of the plants;
and second, their flowering habits. If
there is any indication of the presence of
nematode, (twisted foliage and small firm
slightly-raised spots which can be felt
by stroking the leaf between the fingers),
or of the larger bulb fly, (failure to
flower and to throw satisfactory foliage),
or if for any other reason the bulbs do
not seem healthy, all Daffodils in the
garden should be lifted.
When flowers bloom out of season,
either prematurely or very much later
than the normal season, it is almost a
certain sign of disease. I should say also
that if the bulbs have been left in the
ground for several years and have become so crowded that they fail to flower
satisfactorily, then it is likewise advisable
to lift the bulbs.
In lifting Daffodils, care has to be
taken that the bulbs are not exposed to
direct sunlight. They should be lifted
carefully, so as not to break the clumps,
and spread thinly in shallow containers
to dry for at least three or four weeks,
Occasional stirring of the bulbs will accelerate the curing process. After the
bulbs have dried, they may be separated
and cleaned. Careful inspection at that
time will give further evidence of the
condition of their health.
Damage due to the greater daffodil fly
is generally easily ascertained. In the
dry state of the bulbs the presence of
the nematode is not so easily determined.
In badly-infested bulbs, however, a certain percentage of partly-rotted bulbs
will be found. The presence of a large
number of small greyish-white grubs in

.

a bulb is an indication of disease. These
grubs are of the smaller bulb fly, a
secondary pest which attacks only those
which are already in a weakened condition.
A third malady to which Daffodils are
subject, and one which can easily be
determined in dry bulbs, is basal rot.
This is usually due to growing conditions,
poor drainage, etc.
All of the above-mentioned afflictions
can be almost entirely cured by a threeto four-hour dip in water of 110° to
111 1/2 ° F., followed by a one- to twominute dip in a solution of ceresan in
water, using one pound of ceresan to
eight gallons of water. This hot water
treatment is more easily applied than
amateurs generally think. If steam is
available and it can be piped to a large
container, it will be found very easy to
regulate the flow so that a uniform
temperature of 110 ° can be maintained.
On commercial farms large metal vats
with water and steam pipe connections
are used. The vats are first filled with
cold water to the required depth; steam
is then injected until the water temperature is 110 ° to 111° F. The bulbs are
then put into wooden slatted crates or
wide mesh bags, such as onion bags, and
suspended in the water. The temperature
of the water is apt to go down during
this operation and should be brought
back to 110° by slightly opening the valve
so that a trickle of steam enters the water.
The bulbs should stay in this temperature
for three to four hours, the larger bulbs
needing a longer time for full penetration.
Frequent stirring or agitation of the
water is necessary to produce an evenlydistributed temperature. If no steam is
available, I believe that with a little ingenuity the same effect can be reached
with any ordinary hot water supply
system and an improvised tub or container, but one should ascertain that sufficient hot water can be drawn to continue the treatment for the full time
required.
After the hot water treatment, the bulbs
should be allowed to cool for one or two
hours and can then be dipped in the
ceresan solution. The ceresan should be
bought especially for bulb treatment.
There are two different types in the
market, one stronger than the other. The
2 per cent type for narcissus treatment
is the only one to use and can be obtained
.

from any seed store. The dipping of the
bulbs should never be longer than two
minutes. The bulbs can remain in the
same containers as used for the hot water
treatment, but after both treatments they
should be planted at once or spread out
in shallow containers to dry. Never leave
wet bulbs closely packed as they will heat
and spoil in a short time (two or three
hours).
The chemical dip can be also used
without the hot water treatment, and
while not so effective, it "peps" the bulbs
up remarkably well. The bulbs should be
dipped slightly longer, from two to five
minutes, in a cold solution of the same
strength as mentioned in the foregoing
paragraph (one pound per eight gallons).
This treatment should be given at the
end of the summer storage period, just
before planting.
Bulbs that are not affected by the
narcissus fly or narcissus nematode, but
that after digging and drying do not
show bright, clear skins, should all be
treated by the chemical dip method.
Many bulbs after having been left in
for several years will be found to have
thick, coarse skins, sometimes of a greasy
slimy nature. This will be cleaned up
very effectually by the ceresan dip to
which the bulbs will immediately respond.
There is one disease that I have not
mentioned; the grey or mosaic disease.
This is very evident during the early
growing stages of the bulbs in the Spring.
It is easily recognized both by a streaking or mottling of the foliage and by a
stunted appearance of plant and flowers.
While its exact nature is not yet known,
it is undoubtedly a virus disease and appears to be extremely contagious. Since
as yet no remedy has been found, all
affected bulbs should be removed from a
planting and destroyed. In my experience, I have found it better to stake
such plants with a small pot label marked
"M," (for mosaic), and then to lift the
bulbs when they are ripe. Lifting them
during the flowering season unnecessarily
spoils the looks of the garden, and there
is some possibility that being in contact
with neighboring bulbs the broken roots
may transmit the disease. Mosaic seems
to be prevalent in most plantings and if
not checked will eventually destroy the
value of all Daffodils in the garden.
Bulbs obtained from reliable sources
should, however, be free from this affliction. Careful rogueing over a period of
years has proven to be a very effective

of sanitation. and on many of the
. commercial bulb farms in this
lame
country not a diseased plant can be found.
A few words about the purchase of
bulbs: From what I have said, it is
evident that they should always be obtained from only the most reliable sources;
means

whereas, due to the vigilance of the Department of Agriculture. the narcissus

1. Lift narcissus bulbs when the
foliage dies down.
2. Store them in shallow containers in the shade for four to
six weeks, in a cool garage, or
similar building, with good ventilation.
3. Separate the bulbs and clean
off roots and old leaves.
4. Get a supply of small tree
labels and mark each sack on the
outside, but also put a wooden
label inside. The outside label
may be lost, but is an added convenience for rapidly identifying
the varieties.
5. Get a good supply of widemesh bags. So-called onion bags
are fine.

6. Give them hot water or chemical treatment, or both.
7. Spread out to dry or else
plant at once.

nematode has practically been eradicated
in this country, the narcissus fly is still
prevalent. If a gardener goes to the
trouble of treating any part of his Daffodils, he should do so with them all,—
even the old naturalized clumps in forgotten corners. One thorough-going treatment will safeguard the whole planting
for many years.
It is my belief that all Daffodils can
safely remain undisturbed for three years.
Then a transplanting is advisable and, if
at the same time the bulbs are given a
chemical dip or the hot water treatment,
the efforts and cost will be amply repaid
by the renewed vigor of the plants.
Do not forget that with reasonable care
a daffodil planting is a permanent investment, giving yearly handsome flower
dividends as well as some 30 per cent in
stock dividends.
The annual addition of one or two new
varieties will add materially to the interest of your garden.
For further detailed information see
Bulletin 304 of the Experiment Station of
the Oregon State Agricultural College.
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Producing American Daffodils
A Brief History of a Comparatively New Seed Trade Industry

by
JAN DE GRAAFF

I

T is now twenty years ago that
Quarantine 37, which restricted
the free importation of daffodil
bulbs, was announced. In these
twenty years we have seen the birth
of an American bulb industry. We
have seen its steady growth and we
have seen it reach maturity. It is,
I believe, worthwhile to look back
for a moment on this development, to
inquire into the problems that were
encountered and the solutions found
for them.
These problems were two-fold.
One was the problem of technique,
a production problem pure and
simple. The other was the problem
of sales, a marketing problem. These
problems were entirely separate and
they were solved at different times.
In fact, it was several years after we
had mastered the technical problems
and were turning out good and sound
bulbs, that we were still struggling
with a marketing problem. Our marketing problem was that we produced good bulbs, in ever-increasing
quantities, that due to our publicity
and propaganda a good market
existed for these bulbs, but that due
to lack of organization and to lack
of knowledge, both among the growers and the distributors, not a good
enough bridge was being built to
connect the -Supply and demand.

Technique
The problem of technique was not
an easy one to solve. The Holland
bulb salesmen, who were almost entirely responsible for the growth of
the industry, were not on the whole
expert bulb growers. Even if they
had been expert growers, their ad-

vice would have been of little use to
the American growers since the
problems encountered were entirely'
different from those in Holland and
had to be solved by different techniques. The major difference was in
the type of soil available for bulb
production. In Holland all operations could be done by hand, the soil
was light and easily worked. There I
wasnmpleuyofkidan
cheap labor available.
D
_ affodils followed other crops such
as tulips and preparation of the land
for the one crop automatically put
it in good condition for the next. The
land was of uniform quality. The
climate in the rather small district
devoted to bulbs in Holland was uniform.
In this country, however ; the
choice of land was governed mostly
by the location of the buyer or
would-be buyer of planting stock. A
man in Georgia, for instance, if he
was interested in buying some daffodil planting stock found little trouble
in establishing a contact with a Holland salesman. As a rule such a man
would be a farmer or nurseryman,
owning land and wishing to put it
into a paying crop. If he showed
such land to the salesman, and asked
whether daffodils would grow there,
then it would have been a very unusual salesman indeed if he had said
"no." And, as a matter of fact, as
we all know daffodils can be grown
almost anywhere in the United
States. But to grow them in quantity
for wholesale bulb production is an
entirely different story.
In the first ten years after the announcement of Quarantine 37 large
scale trial plantings of daffodils were

,

A close-up of specialized digging equipment in operation in Pacific Northwest where
most American daffodils are grown.

made in almost every state of the
union. Once importations from
abroad were stopped and this country had to depend on the domestic
industry for its supply of daffodils
it soon became apparent that for
wholesale production of fine bulbs
only a few localities could qualify.
Since then the choice of locations has
narrowed some more so that now
Oregon and Washington account for
more than 90% of the hardy daffodil
production in this country.
While the choice of soil and
climate was a very important problem, the choice of methods of operation was no less so. The Dutch method of planting the bulbs in rectangular beds was found entirely too
expensive. Besides, due to the cheapness of land and the enormous area
available, it was not necessary to
concentrate production on only a few
acres. It was natural, therefore, that
row cropping was resorted to in most
instances.
Daffodils planted in rows could be
planted by ploughing out a furrow,
dropping the bulbs in and covering
them again with the plough. The
rows could be cultivated with horse
cultivators and the harvesting could
again be done by ploughing the bulbs
out. While this was the cheapest production method it was soon found
that except on the very lightest of
soils altogether too many bulbs were
lost in the harvesting process. And.

also, in planting in the open furrows
it was very difficult to obtain a uniform depth for the bulbs. This is
very important if we want a product
that must flower uniformly since the
shallow bulbs receive more heat
from the sun, mature earlier and, in
most instances, would flower earlier
than the ,more deeply planted bulbs.
While planting was a comparatively cheap operation, harvesting
proved to be expensive and the need
was found for a mechanical digger.
Naturally the farmers turned to potato diggers. At first horse-drawn
potato diggers were tried out, then
tractor-drawn, and then diggers
which were drawn by a tractor and
also mechanically operated. Our
first digger of that type was powered
with a little six horse engine and
pulled by a tractor. Essentially we
still use the same type of digger, although after many years of experimenting and improving we now
mount the digger on the side of a
Caterpillar tractor and drive the
drapes with a power take-off from
the same tractor. While at first the
bulbs were dropped from the digger on the ground, to be picked up
by a crew of men following the digger, now we have mounted a separate
drape in back of the tractor which
delivers the bulbs in trays. The
trays are stacked up in the field and
covered and the bulbs remain there
for several weeks to receive a

thorough curing.
Diggers
Other diggers have a short drape,
following the triangular digging
blade that is used by all machines.
From this short drape the bulbs fall
into a perforated revolving cylinder
and from there in baskets or trays.
In the 20 years that we have been
growing bulbs we have gone from
the extremely simple system of
plowing in and out, to the most complicated large machines with a tractor as motive power and a separate
power plant as driving power for the
digging parts only to return to a
simple system where the one tractor
moves and drives the digging equipment. Needless to say, the development of these diggers has for all bulb
growers provided a liberal education
in farm machinery building and engineering and I venture to stay that
any group of bulb growers can hold
their own when it comes to a discussion of mechanized production of
specialty farm crops.
Various machines for planting
bulbs have also been invented. One
operated for a short while in Oregon, but none of them were successful. Daffodil bulbs come in a great
variety of shapes and sizes, all of
which require a uniform planting
depth. Of course, they also have to

be planted with the roots down. In

order to obtain the maximum uniformity in planting depth, which is
also essential for successful digging
with machinery, at the Oregon Bulb
Farms we developed a very simple
machine, consisting of a- large hopper holding a ton of bulbs, three furrowers spaced thirty inches apart
and a seat for three boys. Pulling
this machine slowly along the field,
the furrowers open three furrows,
all of the same depth and width and
the boys take bulbs out of the chutes
(which come down from the hopper)
and plant them by hand. A leveling
device in back of this planter fills in
the furrows and covers the bulbs
with soil. This planter which operates
at an extremely low cost is so simple that nothing can go wrong with it
and one can figure with mathematical
exactness how much time and how
many bulbs it will take to plant a
given acreage.
While this "machine" is perfect in
its simplicity, the great problem remained as to how to pull it at an even
speed and at a speed slow enough to
allow time for the boys to plant the
bulbs and give them the right spacing. In order to do this work well
we found that a speed of 1200 to 1500
feet per hour was ideal and, since no
tractor is on the market that can
maintain these low speeds we had to
build it ourselves. Our tractors, of

;•• 11,t1,"... - -.7
A digging crew at work.
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Note that operation is almost completely mechanical.

Daffodils are stored and cured in the field like onion sets.

which we have three, are rather simple. They are built on the principle
of the Caterpillar tractor, but use
Ford Model A engines and have two
sets of gears, so that it is possible
to use low gear in each box and
maintain a speed of 1200 feet per
hour. A slightly lower speed can
even be attained by putting both
gear levers in reverse. The tractors
are narrow and because of this we
have adopted a 30-inch spacing between rows. Other growers, however, space their rows 36, 40, 42 and
even 46 inches. The same tractors
can be furnished with cultivator attachments and, since the planting is
done three rows at a time, the cultivator also works the same three rows
and can do an unusually good job
since the rows are always exactly
parallel.
This system of planting and cultivating with the same tractor is now
gradually being adopted by the other
growers. We have also been the
pioneers in mechanical digging of
daffodils and iris and our machines
or, at least, important features of
them are being taken over by the
other growers.
While at first the processes of
,

planting and harvesting the crop
were of paramount importance to all
bulb growers, we soon found that the
handling of the crop while out of the
ground was at least equally impor-

tant. The demand for a uniform
product with the best keeping qualities under the most adverse conditions became more and more insistent and it was found that it was
not enough to turn out good bulbs
which were healthy and solid at the
time they were shipped from the
growers' warehouses, but that these
bulbs must also keep well in the
hands of the seed stores and jobbers.
Shipping bulbs in the fall to MidWestern and Eastern states where
high temperatures and high humidity prevailed and having them stored,
often in stores and warehouses,
without sufficient ventilation became
a major problem. The answer has
been found partly by eliminating the
varieties that were found to be subject to storage rots and diseases and
partly by giving the bulbs, while still
in the growers' hands, a more thorough curing process. This entailed
building thousands of storage trays,
building large sheds and warehouses
and grading tables so that the bulbs
can be handled with the minimum of
bruising. That this is no small matter is exemplified by my own experience where for a farm of 150 acres
planted to bulbs we have over 50,000
bulb trays, costing us on an average
thirty cents apiece, three large warehouses costing over ten thousand
dollars each and a great many grad-

ing tables and other equipment running into thousands of dollars. It is
a far cry indeed from the early days
where a horse and a plough could
handle our bulb stocks and the shade
of a few trees served as our warehouse.
Another problem confronting the
growers was one of sanitation. The
quarantine on daffodils was imposed
because of the prevalence of the bulb
nematode in imported stocks. A perfect control for this disease exists.
All bulbs are treated biennially in a
hot water bath of 110 degrees Fahrenheit for four hours with or without the addition of chemicals such as
formaldehyde. This treatment has
been so successful that the bulb
nematode, at least in the Pacific
Coast states, has been entirely eradicated.
The bulb nematode is therefore no
longer a problem, especially since it
has been found that the hot water
treatment before planting is beneficial to the stock and stimulates the
growth of the bulbs, so that no
grower objects to treating his bulbs.Storage rot, or basal rot, remains
however as a constant danger to all
bulb plantings. The best control for
this disease has been found in the
mercury compounds such as Ceresan. Bulbs dipped in a suspension
of Ceresan are to a certain extent
safeguarded against basal rot. This
treatment coupled with special care
in storage has been extremely successful, however, bulbs to be shipped
out for commercial use cannot be so
treated as the treatment impairs the
flowering quality to a certain extent.

It is, therefore, still entirely up to
the growers to get their stocks in the
most perfect and disease resistant
condition before shipping. However,
even the best bulbs, treated according to the very latest scientific methods, as the majority of the stock is
now treated, cannot stand being confined at high temperatures in poorly
ventilated warehouses and seedsmen
who have had trouble in keeping
their daffodils in good condition for
late fall sales might do well to look
into the conditions prevailing in their
own storage rooms.
That the American growers, particularly those on the West Coast, are
now turning out a product which
without doubt is superior to the
bulbs formerly imported, is due in a
large measure to the expert advice
from the many scientists working
for the United States Department
of Agriculture and from those working for the Oregon and Washington
State Departments of Agriculture.
Great progress has been made by all
growers in the selection of disease
'resistant strains of certain varieties
and in the eradication of mosaic
diseases, once so prevalent in imported stock. The healthy condition
of our stocks can only be maintained
by the continued vigilance of the
growers. That all this care and attention given to the stocks must be
expressed in slightly higher prices,
now that an acute labor shortage
exists, goes without saying. But it is
also true that the American public
is receiving from year to year a better product, a better selection of
varieties and, therefore, a better bargain in American-grown bulbs.
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PINK DAFFODILS
JAN DE GRAAF

I

not so long ago that when we
were speaking of pink daffodils
there was a little hesitation in our
voices, both before and after pronouncing the word "pink". It was true
enough that we had daffodils showing
pink in the cup or trumpet, but thel
daffodils that were pink in the cool.
moist Spring of the Pacific Northwest
often enough faded to a mild buff color
when grown in Eastern gardens. Others proved to be very erratic performers
and would show their true pink coloring only in certain years.
T IS

Also, there may have been some
hesitance in our voices when speaking
about pink daffodils, because none of
us daffodil hybridizers were perfectly
sure that we wanted to have pink daffodils. Was pink indeed a desirable
coloring for a respectable daffodil and
should we not suppress that tendency
to blush in this modest flower?
Review of

species

But talk as we would, pink seedlings
persisted in cropping up among the
new arrivals in the daffodil world, and
now that there no longer is any doubt
that they are going to be with us for
a long time to come, it may be useful'
to review the field of pink daffodils al
ready named and introduced commercially and to make a few predictions
as to the possibilities still awaiting us.
By definition, the pink daffodils all
belong in the Leedsii group. This is the
only division of the daffodil family
that, by the authority of the British
Royal Horticultural Society, is supposed to have pink or apricot cups.
However, I feel certain that pretty soon
the bicolor group will have to be extended so as to include pink and
apricot trumpets in division le.
Pink daffodils are not new. Such

varieties as Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse and
Lovenest have been offered commercially in this country for some ten years
now and can be found in most Fall
bulb catalogs. Varieties such as Rosary
and Suda have been known in England
since 1926 and are now offered commercially in this country by the leading
daffodil specialists. Yet, with these
four outstanding flowers all showing
more or less pink coloring freely available—the advent of true pink daffodils
still seemed far distant. Mrs. R. 0.
Backhouse is still the pinkest of all,
yet even its greatest admirer must admit it is not a genuinely pure pink.
New pink varieties
Within the past few years, however,
newer pink varieties have made their
appearance in surprising number and
they are showing up now quite frequently among my seedlings. Our success in obtaining definitely pink colored seedlings may be of interest to
my readers and will, I hope, stimulate
them to try their hand at the fascinating pastime of raising new hybrids.
Far be it from me to insist that the
efforts of all amateur daffodil hybridizing should be directed towards the
goal of pink daffodils. There are many
other interesting possibilities open to
any amateur daffodil breeder. Now,
however, that many varieties are commercially available which have in their
genes the character of pinkness, it is
almost certain that at least a good percentage of The new seedlings grown
from them will be pink.
Since a good pink daffodil, with good
perianth, good pink cup, and all the
other desirable characteristics of a
good garden plant is still a most elusive
stranger to us, I feel that as a professional daffodil hybridizer I should by
no means have an exclusive right to

the search for it.
How to raise daffodil hybrids
More than that, after years of breeding daffodils, I am now so keen on
seeing the ideal pink daffodil that I
am quite willing to point out how such
a daffodil might be raised and give
others a chance. The more people who
enter into this hobby and the more
thought and work that is given to it,
the better the results will be.
Raising daffodil hybrids is a very
easy matter. Simply buy a few good
varieties as pollen and seed parents,
take out the anthers from the seed
parents, put some pollen from other
flowers on the stamen, gather the seed
when ripe, sow it and grow it for five
years and you will have your own
hybrid daffodils in flower.
During the five years, transplant
twice or three times. Raise seed annually for five years and after that
period you will have a new collection
of daffodils each year, all different, to
add to your planting of naturalized
bulbs. Furthermore, the chances are
that you will have something better
than any of the old varieties; it might
be that, with luck, you will raise that
elusive flower for which we have all
been seeking—the perfect pink daffodil!
The first step
How should one start to do this?
The first step is to buy a few bulbs of
the pink varieties now on the market:
One bulb of each would be sufficient.
As a matter of fact you do not even
have to do that, since many Leedsii,
such as Gertie Millar and Lord Kitchener or Silver- Star have a certain
amount of pink characteristics in their
genes. In the pedigree of these Leedsiis are such flowers as Bernardino and
some Poeticus varieties all of which
have some pink or red coloring.
We obtained many good pink seedlings from white varieties such as Beersheba and Eskimo crossed with Bernardino (by good I mean that the seed.
lings were pretty and that they gave
me pleasure). They were by no means
perfect as yet, but they were pink and
that was encouraging. We also raised
fine pinks by using Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse and crossing it with Silver Star
and Gertie Millar. As a matter of fact,
an outlay of ten dollars should be sufficient to obtain all the material needed
for a small program of daffodil hybridizing.
Quite often we find the most unexpected results in our crosses. For in.
stance, we had this year in flower for
the first time a batch of seedlings of

which five (out of the 30 plants) were
double. One of them even showed a
very definite trace of pink. It appears
quite possible, therefore, that with persistence and luck we may eventually
have a double pink daffodil and, once
that is achieved, what other possibilities may be in store for us?
And talking about what might come,
we do already have a small coffee.
colored daffodil which we call Kentucky. True, the color is elusive and
a day of hot weather makes it disappear, but it is definitely a nice deep
cafe-au fait shade and we are raising
a good many seedlings from it, just to
see what will happen. As with the
pinks, my first reaction is that we do
not want brown daffodils; but who
knows, twenty years from now we
may be grateful for a change from
the giant yellows that now flood the
market.
My own system
For some reason, about which I am
not quite clear myself, I like to use
pollen from the pink varieties and I
select perfectly formed white Leedsii
or white Trumpet varieties as seed
parents. As pollen parents we have now
Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse, Loveliest, Suds
(which by the way is never pink for
me in spite of the English descriptions) , and to mention a few of the
higher priced ones: Rosary, Sublime,
Rosabella and Rosy Trumpet. Besides
these I have some small stocks of Fanny
Currey and la Tendresse, both of which
show a trace of pink along the edge of
the cup. Then through the courtesy of
one of my Australian correspondents,
I obtained a few bulbs of such new
pinks as Birdie, Kortright and Carmora, not to speak of Promisso, a delightful little thing.
Taking the pollen from these pinks,
we use it on a great many varieties.
I already have mentioned Beersheba
and Eskimo, Gertie Millar, Silver Star
and Lord Kitchener. Add to these for
greater variety Daisy Schaffer, the
noblest of all Leedsii; Tunis, an outstanding flower in hot climates; Maya,
the best of the new Dutch Leedsii
and Veronica, which already has a
definite rosy-buff coloring which is
unique, and you would have a collection which for possible results cannot
be rivaled.
Produce pink seedlings

The main thing is to get some of
your own seedlings, showing a definite
pink coloring, in your garden. These
then can be either "selfed", that is fertilized with their own pollen, or they
can be bred again with some of the
above-mentioned pinks. In this way the

tendency towards "pinkness" is increased and the next generation is apt
to include some really deep pinks.
Already several garden clubs have in
their Spring shows cups and prizes for
the best American-raised seedling.
Such shows give the amateur hybridizer
an opportunity to check on his progress
and to compare his own seedlings with
those of others working in the same
field. But, I assure you, it is not public
recognition that counts. It is the pleasure, the intense satisfaction that one
gets from raising something new, seeing a new flower open that no one else
has ever seen

And while in these years of economic
instability a hobby that moves in steps
taking five years each, towards a goal
that will always be out of reach, may
seem the pinnacle of absurdity, all
those who have taken it up have found
ample recompense. War or peace,
boom days or depression, we plant
breeders go on trying to bring better
flowers to the gardens of the world.
And, it is my earnest hope that when
peace comes we may be able to show
our foreign mentors, the British and
Dutch growers of new daffodils, some
concrete results of our work.

.
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Jan de GraafJ Points Out Their Varied Uses

D

AFFODILS throughout the world have
long been the most popular of all springflowering bulbous plants. They are perfectly hardy and can be grown almost
anywhere in the United States. They
are remarkably free from pests and
diseases and impervious to attacks by
rodents. Due to the efforts of hybridizers in many parts of the world, notably Great Britain, Australia and Holland, their flowering season is gradually
being extended so that we can now enjoy a continuous show of "dallies" for
some six weeks every spring:A judicious
choice of parentage, in breeding, has
given us many new hybrids with remarkably increased vigor, as well as
better size and coloring, which enable
them to make a good showing, even
where poor soil and climate prevail.
The daffodils we now know are of
comparatively recent origin. In the year
1584 the Royal Horticultural Society of

England held its first daffodil show and
conference. The first modern classification of the various types was made in
the year 1908; a classification which,
with a few minor alterations, is still in
force. This classification is important to
all amateur growers since it provides a
key to the selection of the proper type
of flower for every location, or for any
particular purpose. It also provides a
key to the true appreciation of the
beauty of individual daffodil varieties.
Daffodils lend themselves to three
distinct types of planting in the garden.
Probably the most popular use is that of
naturalizing the bulbs in woodlands, on
hillsides or in orchards. In naturalizing
we want to achieve a color accent in
early spring:
—

"a host of golden daffodils,
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze."

Jonquil hybrids (Odorus rugulosus)

Double (Mary Copeland)

Poetaz (Laurens Koster)

Double (Cheerfulness)

Poeticus (Actaea)

Triandrus hybrid (Albus)

The next way to utilize daffodils isto plant them in small clumps in the
herbaceous border, oralonggarden walks.
In the rock garden the individual beauty
and refinement of propor tick', especially
of the species and species hybrids, can
really he appreciated.
The third way is the planting of especially selected, fine varieties in a
sheltered spot in the garden with the
object of raising some fine flowers for
cutting, for the house, or for exhibition.
Such a select planting also affords an
opportunity to do some hybridizing,
something that is not nearly as difficult.
as most gardeners seem to think and
that will be a source of great pleasure.
CLIMATE A FACTOR

While daffodils of one type or another
can be grown anywhere in the United
States, we must remember that some
types prefer a cool climate, and that in
the warmer southern regions not all
varieties will grow equally well. In the
South, for instance, the Large Trumpet
types have a tendency to deteriorate,
whereas in the extreme North, the
Poetaz types may easily be damaged by
late spring frosts.
Before making an extensive planting
of many types it is, therefore, advisable
to make a small trial which should include some inexpensive varieties of all
types. Luckily, thanks to the efforts of
daffodil hybridizers and the American
daffodil growers, there are fortunately
available now some quite inexpensive
varieties in every class. For a few dollars
one bulb of each of the seventeen
divisions and subdivisions can be purchased. Every garden is, in effect, a
laboratory, a test plot, for any species
of plant or flower. Subjecting the daffodil family to a test under your local
conditions, learning to know the classification, finding the types which you
prefer, and then, among those, the
varieties best suited to the conditions you
can provide, will heighten the pleasure,
afforded by your garden in early spring.
HIGHLIGHTS ON CULTURE

The culture of daffodils is simple; in
fact, simpler than that of most other
bulbous plants. They thrive in any good
garden soil, but prefer a deep, welldrained loam. Deep preparation of the
soil is worth while. Old well-rotted manure or compost may be worked in
for 16 or 18 inches below the surface, so
as not to come into direct contact with
the bulbs. Fresh manure should never be
used.

Planting is done in the early fall. This
is especially important for the Poeticus
types. The more vigorous, larger varieties may be planted as late as December,
but early planting is far better. In medium soils, cover the bulbs about twice
their depth; in lighter soils, a little
deeper. The average for. most varieties
is three to four inches from the top of
the bulb. Set the bulbs at uniform
depth, unless it is desired to have them
flower irregularly.
When naturalizing daffodils, broadcasting the bulbs and planting them
where they fall will give the most pleasing, natural effect. They will increase in
beauty and number, without special
care, and become permanently established. In heavy soils the most vigorous
varieties should be used. The most
pleasing effects result from grouping the
various types, such as all Trumpet types,
or all Poeticus types, together. Miscellaneousmixtures, offered at low prices,
do not give the best effects for naturalizing.
DAINTIEST OF ALL

No dafftidil planting is complete without at least a few of those "fairies from
foreign shores," the miniature or species
daffodils. They are charming for the
rock garden, where their dainty flowers
are seen to perfection. They should be
left undisturbed for years; and if happy
soon establish themselves and afford a
lovely picture in early spring. All the
Bulbocodium varieties (except monophyllus) and the Cyclamineus, like moisture. These should, therefore, be planted
at the foot of the rockery. N. bulbocodium monophyllus flourishes in a warm,
dry sheltered situation, planted in almost pure coarse sand. When it is
coming into bloom, water freely.
N. triandrus albus (Angel's Tears),
and N. juncifolius, the miniature jonquil, delight in partial shade and a light
gritty soil, and should be given a welldrained position. Fortunately, although
trade with Continental Europe is now
impossible, ample stocks of these lovely
bulbs are now produced in this country,
and it is a fact that these home-grown
stocks are more successful than the
bulbs which were previously imported
collected stocks from Spain or Portugal.
The table on page 25 will show the
official classification, and some varieties
especially recommended. The varieties
mentioned as "examples" should be
considered as the standard types for
each division.
_ I have purposely men-

The Classification of"Daffodils
Division I TRUMPET DAFFODILS Trumpet or crown as long or longer than the
perianth segments (petals).
(a) Varieties with yellow or lemon-colored trumpets and perianth of the
same shade, or lighter (but not white). Example: King Alfred, Aerolite,
Warwick. Novelties: Ben Hur, Diotima, Statendam.
(b) Varieties with white trumpet and perianth. Example: Mrs. E. H.
Krelage, La Vestale. Novelty: Beersheba, Eskimo, White Emperor.
(c) Bicolor varieties, i.e., those having a white or whitish perianth and a
trumpet colored yellow, lemon, or primrose. Example: Spring Glory,
Victoria. Novelties: Silvanite, Robert E. Lee, Harvard.
Division 2 INCOMPARABILIS — Cup or crown not less than one-third of, but less than
equal to, the length of the perianth segments.
(a) Yellow shades with or without red coloring on the cup. Examples:
Croesus, Yellow Poppy. Novelties: Fortune, Red Cross, Red Shadow,
Whiteley Gem.
(b) Bicolor varieties with white or whitish perianth, and self-yellow, redstained or red cup. Example: Bernardino, John Evelyn, Milford Haven.
Novelties: Dick Wellband, Francisca Drake, Adler.
Division 3 BARRII — Cup or crown less than one-third the length of the perianth segments.
(a) Yellow shades, with or without red coloring on the cup. Example: Mrs.
Barclay, Bath's Flame. Novelties: Effie, Seraglio.
(b) Bicolor varieties with white or whitish perianth and self-yellow, redstained, or red cup. Example: Firetail, Niobe, Sunrise. Novelties:
Eclair, Lady Kesteven, Sunstar.
Division 4 LEEDSII — Perianth white; and cup or crown white, cream or pale citron,
sometimes tinged with pink or apricot.
(a) Cup or crown not less than one-third of, but less than equal to, the
length of the perianth segments. Example: Lord Kitchener, Silver
Star. Novelties: Daisy Schaffer, Tunis, Gertie Millar, Veronica.
(b) Cup or crown less than one-third the length of the perianth segments.
Examples: Mrs. Nette O'Melveny, Queen of the North. Novelties:
Mystic, Tullis, Silver Plane.
Division 5 TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS — All varieties obviously derived from N. triandrus.
(a) Cup or crown not less than two-thirds the length of the perianth segments. Examples: Thalia, Snowbird, Shot Silk, Moonshine.
(b) Cup or crown less than two-thirds the length of the perianth segments.
Example: Agnes Harvey.
Division 6

Division

CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS — Examples: Beryl, February Gold, March
Sunshine, Orange Glory.

7 JONQUIL HYBRIDS — All varieties obviously derived from Jonquils, e.g.,
N. jonquilla, N. juncifolius. Examples: Golden Sceptre, Odorus rugulosus,
Orange Queen. Novelties: Golden Perfection, Lanarth, Trevithian, General
Pershing, Hesla.

Division 8 TAZETTA (Garden forms and Hybrids). Examples: Laurens Koster, Klondyke. Novelties: Glorious, St. Agnes.
Division

9 POETICUS VARIETIES Examples: Glory, Homer, Ornatus. Novelties:
Actaea, Edwina, Snow King.

Division 10

DOUBLE VARIETIES — Examples: Twink, The Pearl, Cheerfulness. Novelties: Irene Copeland, Mary Copeland, Texas, Moulin Rouge.

Division 11

VARIOUS — To include N. bulbocodium, N. cyclamineus, N. triandrus, N.
juncifolius, N. jonquilla, etc.

timed none but inexpensive and vigorous varieties in these groups, daffodils
that are all worthy of your attention.
The time is fast approaching, if not
already here, when any gardener worthy
of that name will have to have a few of
the choicer daffodils. The "novelties"
which I have listed all belong to the
medium-priced group, and a planting of

Trumpet (Aerolite)

the varieties mentioned would constitute
the basis for a really first class collection.
For naturalizing, the short-cupped
varieties are especially recommended
Barrii, Leedsii, Jonquil hybrids, and Poeticus varieties. Very fine when naturalized
is Cyclamineus hybrid February Gold,
the earliest daffodil to bloom, and an
exceptionally vigorous grower.

Incomparabilis (Croesus)

—

Borrii (Mrs. Barclay)

Photos courtesy Oregon Bulb Farms

Leedsii (Gertie Millar)

Triandrus hybrid (Moonshine)

Cyclamineus hybrid (February Gold)

BEERSHEBA

CA MPER NEL LI

Fair daffodils, we weep to see
You haste away so soon:
As yet the early-rising Sun
Has not attain'd his noon.
Stay, stay
Until the hasting day
Has run
But to the even-song;
And, having pray'd together, we
Will go with you along.
From To Daffodils
By Robert Herrick
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many good reasons why the
tag of quality on daffodil bulbs now
reads "From the Pacific Northwest"
rather than "Direct from Holland." Daffodils have not merely accepted their
new home in western Washington and
Oregon, they thrive there: they have
been given new horizons in size, color,
and texture. (To the Northwest a twenty-year old industry is not new, but
twenty years is but a few days in daffodil time.)
An appraisal of the almost revolutionary
changes in daffodils, which have been
brought about by the Northwest bulb
growers. answers many questions in the
HERE ARE

minds of home gardeners, both in the selection of varieties and their culture.
The production of a new daffodil is not
an overnight affair. Years of painstaking.
selection and reselection are needed to
bring a new daffodil to your garden. On
one Oregon farm some 10,000 new daffodil hybrids are raised each year in the
hopes of getting one really improved
and superior new flower.
New daffodils are produced in this way:
First of all, five years are required from
seed to flower. (First year in pots or
flats; second and third year in sheltered
beds; and fourth and fifth year in nursery rows.) From among the first blooms
the outstanding seedlings are chosen,

ister Talma, introduced in 1890, still extremely popular for
its graceful, spur-like flowers. It's famed for its earliness, too

New. Aerolite (introduced in 1923) is one of the longest lasting of all daffodils, both in the garden and when cut. Its deep
primrose perianth complements its medium yellow trumpet

Old. Red Chief (Narcissus Barrii, hi-color), introduced 19W,
needs no apologies today for its beautiful star shape. Some
experts look with disfavor upon the openness of the perianth

New. Edith illustrates clearly the improvements sought in all
daffodils. Note how the white petals (waxier than old types)
overlap to form a background for crimson-edged, yellow cup

Old. A grandfather among yellow trumpet daffodils is Min-

then increased from offsets to accumulate enough stock for nation-wide distribution. It actually takes from, fifteen to
twenty years after the seed has been
gathered before a new variety is ready
to be offered in any quantity. If you, as
a daffodil specialist, desire a new introduction before the quantity supply is
built up, you must' pay a fancy price,
Arc the new varieties worthwhile or are
they merely created to stimulate buying? They are worthwhile. To the growers in the Northwest must go only praise
for their honest endeavor to improve the
daffodil.
What constitutes improvement? What
is the ideal daffodil? Mr. Jan de Graaff,
pioneer Oregon bulb grower whose family commenced raising daffodils in Holland in 1872, outlines the ideals of
Northwest daffodil improvement as follows:
"The first thing we expect of a variety
is vigor. Many new daffodils are beautiful, but lack the stamina necessary for a
good garden plant.
"Next, we consider the proportions of
the plant, stem, and flower. Obviously, a
little flower on a tall stem or a big flower
on a short stem would not be pleasing.
The foliage must be in proportion to the
stem and the flower. Some new varieties

Oid. An orange-scarlet edging marks the cup of Bath's Flame
Narcissus Barrii, yellow) which, was introduced in 1914.
Perianth is a clear yellow, and the cup a darker yellow shade

have tremendous vigor but the foliage
grows so tall that it hides the flower.
"As to the flower itself, the petals must
have good texture. The heavier and
more 'waxy' the texture, the better the
flower will last in the garden and when
cut. The shape of the petal is not important. Both the pointed and the
rounded petals have their place; but
whatever the shape, the petals should
overlap enough to give a good background for the cup (see illustrations of
new daffodils) . The cup can be straight,
frilled at the edge, flanged and imbricated, but it definitely should be one of
these types and not a mixture of all.
"We are constantly striving for clear
and definite colors, especially for colors
which do not fade in the sun. There are
now so many highly colored daffodils
that it is almost inconceivable that new
colors or shades will be added to our collection, but we can develop and intensify those colors and give the flowers
good form and substance."
The photographs on these pages clearly
illustrate the improvement which is
taking place in daffodils. In each case
comparison has been made between the
best examples obtainable. Every photograph shown was taken to give a clear
picture of daffodils' best qualities.

New. An ed7tra large primrose-yellow flower with deep orange
cup is Red Cross (Narcissus Incomparabilis, yellow.) Introduced in 1928. Red Cross is a garden and exhibition flower
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A Decennial Event, Visited by Gardeners From All
Over the World, to Cover Fifty Acres of Bloom
By JAN DE GRAAFF

F

OR. several years Holland's
growers of bulbs and other
Spring flowers have been
working quietly to prepare
an exhibition of the very best they
have in the way of Spring flowering bulbs, shrubs and plants, displayed in a manner which is exclusively typical of the Netherlands.
Every ten years the Holland growers prepare such a flower show and
this year it will be open from
March 15 to May 15. As in 1925,
the year of the last big show, they
are again using the beautiful old
Groenendael Park in Heemstede,
near Haarlem, formerly one of the
finest private estates of Holland.
For the present exhibition, fifteen
acres of land have been added, so
that the whole show will cover
more than fifty acres.
The new section has been laid
out and planted as a "Tulip Court."
It has been divided into many small
gardens, which in turn have been
allotted to some of the best Dutch
growers. Several important awards
are to be contested for in this section and there will be keen rivalry.
This court is entirely surrounded
by buildings. On one side is the
"Flower Palace," in which the special shows will be held. This building—the first and only one in the
world exclusively constructed to
display flowers to large crowds—is
most interesting architecturally.
Holland has been one of the most
important leaders in the development of modern architecture. No
wonder, then, that in this building
the Hollanders have tried to express the best their architects
could produce, and its beauty will
add immeasurably to the importance of the show.
The Flower Palace.
7n the Flower Palace will be held
five important flower shows. The
first, from March 15 to 24, will be

devoted exclusively to forced bulbs.
Here will be seen the newest daffodils, tulips and hyacinths, shown
under perfect lighting conditions.
From March 29 to April 7 the
building is to be turned over to the
growers from the famous Aalsmeer
district. This small village, close to
Amsterdam, has become the centre
of production of de luxe flowers for
Continental Europe. It has its own
airplane landing field and ships its
lilacs, roses, carnations and so on
to all the capitals of Europe. It is
here that many new begonias and
cyclamens have been developed and
this show promises to be of great
importance.
From April 12 to 22 will be staged
the International Easter Show.
This will include large exhibits
from the Boskoop districts. Boskoop, for many years one of the
most important centres of Europe
for the production of nursery stock
will show its azaleas, rhododendrons, flowering fruit trees and
other shrubs and trees.
The Annual Spring Show.
From April 28 to May 5 the annual Spring flower show of the
Royal Horticultural and Botanical
Society will be held. Cut flowers of
all kinds will be shown as well as
potted plants and other decorative
exhibits. Finally, from May 10 to
19, there will be a special show of
forced Summer flowers, such as
dahlias and gladiolus.
On one side of the tulip court
there will be a fascinating exhibit—
an enormous glass house covering
some 800 varieties of daffodils,
tulips and hyacinths, protecting
them against the ravages of rain
and wind. In this house only varieties which have been introduced
since the 1925 show will appear.
They are planted in Dutch fashion,
in small rectangular beds, and will

flower about two week's earlier
than the outside flowers. While this
house will offer a gorgeous spectacle to the visitors, it is here that
the expert will have an unusual
chance to see and compare, at their
very best, all the new hybrids.
Special measures will be taken to
allow the connoisseur ample time
and opportunity to make his notes.
For the American gardening public
this house will prove of interest.
Landscaping and Planting.
Covering fifty acres, the show
grounds are beautifully landscaped
and planted with millions of bulbs.
Crocuses, snowdrops and grapehyacinths in large drifts will be
followed by the daffodils, planted
in great profusion, that will be the
centre of attraction during the first
month of the show. Following these
will come vividly colored tulips, in
irregular groups, and hyacinths in
formal and informal arrangements.
Each group has been allotted a
separate part of the grounds so
that when the daffodils are gone,
for instance, that part of the

grounds can be closed. This plan
affects a great saving of time for
the sight-seer.
In the woods surrounding the
open courts, rock-gardens, wallgardens and other small groupings
have been made. Many have been
so well placed that they seem to
be growing permanetly in their settings. There are also examples of
cottages with surrounding gardens,
swimming pools, and so on.
Picturesque Holland.
But this is not the only thing the
Hollanders are offering to their
guests. Holland in the Spring is
one continuous garden. From south
to north one will see fields of tulips
in flower, neatly arranged fields
of vegetables, acres and acres of
flowering fruit trees and extensive
nurseries of shrubs and other ornamental trees. Holland is still the
country of windmills; the native
costumes and wooden shoes are no
myth and can be seen in almost
any market place.

TULIP COURT AT THE GREAT HOLLAND SHOW
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Bulb Growing
Here and There
By Jan de Graaff
Of Saidy, Or., one of Oregon's leading
bulbgrowers and member of a family
that has grown bulbs in Holland and
America for more than 300 years,

How does bulb growing in
Oregon differ from that in Holland? In what respects are the
soil, the climate and the methods
of operation unlike those-In the
old country? These are the questions that are asked me almost
every day.
Our soil and climate are, of
course, different from Holland's,
but equally well adapted to bulb
culture. The chief distinction be
tween bulb growing in Oregon
and that in Holland is in the
methods of operation. Here we
have a tremendous advantage in
the land that is available at reasonable prices, thus making frequent crop rotation possible, and
in the far more efficient disease
control, which eliminates the necessity for the highly skillful
field work done in Holland.
How Holland Operates
Holland is a small country,
with only a very small part suitable for bulb production. This
strip of land along the North sea
has to support the enormous
bulb industry, amounting during
the pre-war period to as much
as $25,000,000 a year. Consequently the land has to be used
as continuously as possible, and
the bulbs are planted very alose
together, on raised beds with
narrow paths between. Often
these paths are planted with
vegetables, to provide another
source of income and also to
keep the soil from blowing away.
Since the individual bulb farms
in' Holland are very small and
they are criss-crossed with canals and drainage ditches, the use
of tractors or other mechanized
equipment is obviously impossible. Because the same land has
to be used over and over again,
it is all spaded by hand, so that
diseases and pests remaining in
the surface layer are buried underneath and fresh soil is
brought on top. The water level
in these fields is not more than
three feet, or even less than that,
under the ground level, and after
one or two years the bottom
layer of soil is expected to be
cleansed sufficiently to be spaded
on top again and used for further bulb production.
Every acre must be fully productive, and all bulbs are planted by hand, weeded by hand and
dug by hand, because only in
this way can the maximum number of bulbs be accommodated
and the maximum yield per acre
obtained. This work might possibly be done by machinery, and
attempts have been made in .Holland to do
Had there been
a shortage -of labor, or had wages

an.

risen sufficiently, there is no
doubt that mechanical methods
of bulb culture would have been
developed. There nave, however,
always been enough men available, wages have been low, and
the necessity for mechanized
bulb farming has not arisen.
In the United States, however,
the problem was different. Land
prices were low, allowing crop
rotation as often as necessary.
There was no need to crowd the
largest possible number of bulbs
on every acre. The supply of
labor was limited, skilled labor
was not available, and, compared
with Holland, wages and the
standard of living were very
high.
How America Does It
Clearly, these factors called for
different production methods.
Thanks to the ingenuity of
American farmers and bulb
growers, existing farm machinery was adapted to bulb growing.,
The first bulb planters were developed from celery planters already in use for several years.
The first bulb diggers were
nothing but slightly modified potato diggers. Grading tables were
taken from other industries.

Since, due to the shortage of labor, we
have to use macnines in this country, We
had to adapt our growing methods to
machine operation. This gave rise to row
planting, such as is practised with other
crops. It meant far fewer bulbs per acre
than in Holland, but it also meant lesS
soil depletion and, hence, better bulbs.
I have often been asked whether we
would go back to the Holland methods of
planting and operating if sufficient skilled
labor were available. This is, of course,
an academic question. We should need at
least some 300 semi-skilled men. At prevailing prices for our product, we could
not pay wages commensurate with a decent standard of living.
It has been the unfortunate experience of all bulb growers that there is a
very definite ceiling to the prices that
can he asked for our product. In comparison with Europe, gardening in the
United States is a till pretty much in its
infancy. There re a very small demand
for bulbs for the garden. Fully 90 per
cent of the bulbs produced on the Pacific
Coast are Used oy florists for greenhouse
forcing. and that come into competition
with Such florist crops as snapdragons,
stock, sweet peas, etc. We must therefore
accept the fact that it will rot be easy to
ask much higher prices. Clearly, then. if
we wa.nt to meet the inevitable higher
production costs and new taxation, the
trend will be toward further mechanization of the industry,. and therefore farther
and farther away from the methods used
in Holland.
Produce Better Bulbs
Already now, bulbs produced here are.
without any doubt. better than those
raised in Ifolland. TFua is largely due to
the continued vigilance of the departments
of agriculture in noth Oregon and Washington. and to the fine work of Oregon
and Washington experiment stancwia.t,
resu
co- operation with aroweV,.. As a
conditions in our bulb fields are as =SW
perfect as possible.
Milos are gaining ea much tritn=
that whereas the production on t
Coast is now almost sufficient to fin the
present demand in. this aserstiy. that
no douot that ft is be no means
to fill the requirmients of the future.
With the exception of !naps which are
now coTnote in from Great Britain the
supply from abroad is cut off The deai=_nd for all bulbs is me- such that no
Increase in foundation stocks can be
made except at a great trrnancial tenS21rice_ and unless wood.
. d condftnorts apes
more than Ow, eid be roe lase war we
can look torezni to a sterAy siene
ment of our Inds:dry_
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Acres of white and yellow daffodils

bob brightly in the
April breeze. These pretty harbingers are blooming on the

Oregon Bulb Farms at Sandy, Ore., not far from Mt. Hood.
The biggest hardy bulb grower in America, the Farms plants
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CHEERFULNESS IS TIGHT-PETAL TYPE

BARRII CONSPICUUS IS OLD FAVORITE

QUEEN OF SPAIN IS A WILD DAFFODIL

STATDENDAM IS A GIANT YELLOW BLOOM

MARY COPELAND IS FINE DOUBLE TYPE

ANGEL'S TEARS IS RARE WILD SPECIMEN

DICK WELLBAND SHOWS RICH CONTRASTS

RED CROSS WAS BRED DURING

A Story About
Daffodils
Jan de Graaff in one
of his fields at Sandy,
Ore. seriously explains
the good points of a
Daffodil. Miss Oregon
listens and smiles,
while the blooms
around them nod
agreement. Mt. Hood
in the distance grimly looks on.

FLORISTS ECCHANGS 01' tioRTICULTURALTRADE WORLD
JUNE 13, 1942

Bulb Production in the Pacific Northwest
Jan de Graaff of the Oregon Bulb Farms, Sandy, Ore.
Reviews an Industry That Has Developed Within 20 Years

Presented as an address, illustrated with colored slides, before the Pacific States
Seedsmen's Association Convention at Santa Barbara, Cal, this is a story that is
both enjoyable and historical.

HAVE been in this bulb business for more than

I 20 years, first as a salesman for our Dutch family
firm, afterwards supervising the start and general
operations of one of the large bulb farms in Oregon,
eventually becoming the owner and manager of that
farm.
In looking back over the years I realize this is
truly an auspicious occasion. Auspicious for two
reasons. First because the infant bulb industry of
this country found more immediate recognition and
has had more support from the Pacific Coast seedsmen than from any other group in the trade. The
fact that I was invited to speak about our industry
is further proof of your continued interest in our
products and our problems.
This year, 1942, is also auspicious for the bulb
industry, because it is exactly 20 years ago that
Quarantine 37 was announced, this being the beginning of the American bulb industry. Next year the
Industry will come of age and if one can speak of
such a thing happening to an industry, I think this
is an appropriate occasion to tell you something of

new American raised varieties are now making their
appearance. After a few years more of hard work
I believe this country will be entirely independent
of any other source of supply in the shape of bulbs
of all kinds.
In the horticultural field it has not often happened that one could see a phase of the industry
come into being and reach its maturity, in the brief
period of 20 years. Quarantine 37 which restricted
the general importation of certain types of bulbs and
more or less embargoed others, was announced in
1922. I need not go into the question of whether
this quarantine was justified or not, but while opponents of the measure declared the Department of
Agriculture was swayed more by economic considerations than by plant disease problems, I, knowing all
sides of the question and having attended many
hearings and meetings on the subject in Washington, D. C. and elsewhere, still feel convinced that the
Quarantine was fully justified. Moreover, the events
of the past two years have led us to believe that
the American public should now be glad that the
Quarantine went into effect. Our gardens would be
very poorly off without home grown Daffodils, Irises,
Begonias and all the other bulbs, and the seed trade
as a whole would be suffering severely without its
usual Fall bulb sales.

the growth and the development of it through these
two decades.

Reason To Be Thankful for the American
Bulb Industry
That we have an industry to be proud of is now
beyond question. Cut off as we are from the European and Asiatic sources of bulb supply the American industry is now in a position to supply almost
the entire needs for bulbs in American gardens. Not
only that but it offers a better and more uniform
product than was formerly imported from abroad.
True, our production of some items, such as Lilies
and Tulips, is not yet equal to the demand, but the
production of other items, particularly Daffodils and
Irises, is fully equal to all needs. Moreover, many

Daffodils Most Affected by Que. 37
Of all the bulbs affected by Que. 37, Daffodils have,
economically speaking, been the most important. I
would like, therefore, to sketch for you, what has
happened to the Daffodil growing industry in the 20
years that it has been established_ I do not want
to bore you with statistics, but since I have spent a
great deal of time cowiling these figures from official and other sources, I would like to present them
to you They are as close to the truth as I can
arrive at, but probably I am underestbnatbig con-

siderably.

Northwest Has 3500 Acres to Bulbs
In I922 there was no Industry to speak of. but now

we have 3500 acres of bulbs actually planted in Oregon and Washington. That means some 7000 acres
withdrawn from other highly competitive agricultural
crops, all of which were a drag on the market. It
means an income for the two States of over $2,000,000
annually. That is a low estimate. Breaking these
figures down, I can tell you that in the Northwest
we grow 1800 acres of Daffodils with close to a million dollars sales value; some 350 acres of Irises with
$300,000 sales value; close to 400 acres of Tulips,
selling at about $250,000; some 150 acres of Lilies
with a sales value at $125,000, and perhaps 700 acres
of Gladiolus that bring in just over $300,000.
If these figures are wrong it is up to the better
informed people to present more reliable data. I am
sure our excellent trade papers will gladly publish
any corrections. It will be noted that in the Northwest the Daffodils are by far the most important
bulb crop, both for acreage and volume of sales.
When Que. 37 was instituted, trade horticultural
organizations, amateur societies, dealers and importers protested strenuously against any import restrictions on bulbs and plants. Many articles, both
pro and con, were printed in the horticultural press
and in the newspapers, These discussions naturally
awakened the interest of many progressive farmers
and nurserymen. From 1922 to 1926, when the quarantine finally went into effect, many large scale trial
bulb plantings were made in almost every State in
the Union, especially in California, Texas, the Carolinas, Georgia, New Jersey, Long Island, N. Y. Virginia, Oregon and Washington.

Northwest versus Holland Conditions
During this experimental stage, it became apparent
that for large scale Daffodils production, only Oregon
and Washington could qualify. But even for the
growers in these States, favored with an almost ideal
climate for bulb production, it was no easy job.
Many problems had to be worked out. New methods
of handling, special machinery, and storage facilities
had to be developed.
In Holland, "the cradle of the bulb industry," all
the work connected with it was done by hand. Not
only did the Hollanders have an ample supply of
cheap yet highly skilled labor, but the soil in that
country also is especially suited to manual cultivation. In this country we had no skilled labor, the
cost of labor was high and the soil was too heavy to
be worked by hand. Needless to say, many mistakes
were made.
In a report I wrote for the British Royal Horticultural Society in the early thirties, I pointed out the
fact that at that time, every bulb grower here was
building his own machinery for harvesting and planting the crops and that in keeping with the individualistic character of the growers, every machine
was different, not only in appearance, but also in the
principles of operation involved. That the industry
survived this experimental stage with its variable
machines was, in my opinion, due only to the fact
that the investment made by the growers for planting stocks and land was so heavy, they simply could
not afford to withdraw, however disappointing the
results might be. They knew, however, that in a
favorable climate, practically nothing will stop bulbs
from growing.
Bulb production is not something one can turn
on and off. Once started one cannot stop operations
for a few years to see how the industry will develop.

In most industries one can shut clown and wait for
a better market, but a planting of bulbs or any horticultural material cannot be so regulated. This fact
was fortunate for the American public, and it is ono
reason, I think, why the bulb industry has made
such a. healthy growth and development. Actually,
during the first ten year, the industry experienced
a very unprofitable time. It is true that prices for
the finished product were high and that with importation from abroad stopped, bulbs were more or
less at a premium. During tilts period of trials and
tribulations in getting large scale production under
way, comparatively few bulbs could be marketed.

Difficulties of Marketing Unforeseen
Then the problem of marketing was one that greatly
affected the development of the industry. When the
growers started their operations by buying their
foundation planting stocks, they did not take into
account that, horticulturally speaking, this country
was still in its infancy. They did not fully realize
there was only a limited demand for Daffodils and
none of them made a careful study of what the
market would absorb and what varieties were most
favored before the World War. Nor did anyone question whether this pre-war demand might have
changed, worse still, very few growers investigated
the matter of good marketing facilities for their
product; they assumed that if they had the bulbs
they could be sold. This, of course, was not true.
You must remember that all foundation stocks
were imported from Holland. So shortly after the
First World War, the bulb industry of Holland was
in a decidedly healthy condition. During the war:
the Dutch growers had to destroy part of their stocks
in order to devote the land to food production. But
the bulb growers were still there, some 3500 of them
and they had tremendous investments in land and
buildings, as well as skill and knowledge. As soon
as the war was over, all these growers wanted to
take advantage of the era of prosperity they saw in
the offing.

After the War in Holland
The fact that the United States contemplated a
quarantine on Daffodils did not deter them from
working up good stocks of these bulbs. They did not
take the announcement very seriously, and in any
case they foresaw a keen demand in this country
for planting stock of Daffodils. New varieties being
introduced at that time, were given typically American names and new export firms were created. Salesmen with a knowledge of the American market were
at a premium. Remember that in Holland there were
some 3500 growers, all of whom had made good money
before and even during the war. Holland, about the
only European country not touched by the war, had
profited from that position and a great deal of money
was available for investment. Enormous flower shows
were organized, I am thinking especially of the fine
open air show held in 1925, which was attended by
many American nursery and seedsmen. All this led
to a very active trade in Daffodils and not a little
active speculation. Good new varieties of Daffodils,
even if they had not been proven in the greenhouse
or in any foreign climate, commanded enormous
prices. Sales of single bulbs at $100 to $200 or even
higher were quite common. Half the stock of one new
double white Daffodil—the entire stock was about
200 lbs.—was sold for $100,000 cash. Sing Alfred,
already the leading florist's variety, was sold readily

at $1000 a ton, or about 25c. a bulb delivered in this
country.

Optimistic Salesmen and Buyers
The Holland salesmen, and I was one of them,
came over here primed with the enthusiasm and
excitement of the wild trading in Holland. In this
country we found a prosperous group of people, willing to buy. While in Holland we struggled along with
a few acres of precious bulb land, here in America we
found hundreds or thousands of acres of finest virgin soil. We envisioned there was no limit to the
possibilities for a bulb industry in this country, We
sold Daffodils to the growers, millions of dollars'
Worth and all of them were good. But while they
were considerably better than most of the pre-war i
varieties, none of them were sufficiently well known
in this country to ensure an immediate demand,
once they were produced here.
,
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Almost Like the Tulipmania
Some of these varieties, as was to be expected, grew
better than others. A few were diseased but at that
time we knew nothing about virus diseases and little
about the selection of propagating material. Dutch
salesmen in advising American customers what to
buy were, not guilty of misrepresentation; they simply were victims of their own enthusiasm. I can
remember many evenings spent with other salesmen
when we met on the boats and in hotels, talking enthusiastically about new Daffodils. We often hated
to part with some good stocks, and when we advised
American growers to buy, we felt we were doing a
good and noble deed. Actually we salesman, as well
as Dutch and American growers, were operating in a
vacuum, since none of us had tested the varieties in
the market for which they were destined.
The effects of our self-deception became evident
only gradually at first. Under the quarantine regulations, the bulbs had to be grown for two years
under Federal supervision before they could be sold.
That postponed the time of reckoning. By the time
the growers were ready to sell, new growers had come
into the picture. Chambers of Commerce in Pacific
Coast towns were busy telling about this fabulous
new industry and lot of outside money—I mean
money from people not ordinarily engaged in farming operations—came in, so that an ever-growing
market for choice Daffodils seemed to exist. The
Dept. of Agriculture was making importations of
planting stock more and more difficult. Farmers who
had choice stocks, did not want to part with them,
and as they saw their stocks multiply, they talked
about their potential profits, this awakening interest
among other farmers.

A Sad Awakening
That happy state of affairs continued until 1930,
even in 1931. But then the depression had started
and every grower came to the conclusion at the same
time that it might not be a bad idea to sell some
of his stocks to other growers, or to the trade or
direct to the public. Then they discovered that most
of their cherished ta:. .:tes were unKn.Dwn in this
country and that . 7 - TM
indifferent to the - _
: -.1:
be readily sold
greenhouse men f: 7
there existed

large trumpet varieties which appealed to the public
because of their size, and these were difficult to
grow and the stocks extremely limited. Unlike the
Dutch and English enthusiasts, few American gardeners had developed a taste for the refined newer Dutch
and English varieties that are so outstanding for
their coloring and form; the public overlooked those
qualities and asked for size only.

Made His Own Decision and Stuck to It
In the meantime, in 1929, I myself had started
operations in the Northwest and was growing about
1000 varieties in the firm belief that as soon as the
Government permitted their release, the public would
clamor for these fine hybrids. When we bulb growers finally realized there simply was no demand, we
began to take stock of the situation. Some growers
cut their losses and discarded everything except the
few varieties that were bought for flower production by the florists of this country. Other growers,
because of the total absence of sales, could not afford
to keep their plantings in good condition and slowly
disappeared from the scene. For me, having specialized in Daffodils that were to be sold through
seed stores to the public, the situation was pretty
bad. I could not bring myself to destroy all the fine
stocks I had accumulated and I had no desire at all
to grow a large acreage of just a few varieties.
Above all, I did not want to abandon all my hybridizing experiments. After thinking the matter over
for several months, I came to the conclusion that in
spite of the depression and in spite of the apathy
of the public for new Daffodils, a demand could be
created and I set out to bring it about. I even went
farther out on a limb and sold off the major part of
the few large stocks of commercial Daffodils I possessed and bought out my partners with the proceeds, so that when in 1934, I became sole owner
of the Oregon Bulb Farms, I had about 1000 different
varieties of Daffodils and a great deal of optimism,
but not much else.

Hard Work Brings Results
To sell these Daffodils and to obtain publicity for
them was hard work and the results were slow in
coming. I sent flowers to many shows and I induced
the editors of horticultural magazines and feature
writers for the daily press to boost Daffodils. A small
fortune was spent in color plates and photographs
and I had printed the big classification chart which
all seedsmen are familiar with, besides lots of other
publicity material. The public duly began to respond.
It may be argued that this was due to the ever
increasing interest in gardening in the United States,
but a lot of credit must be given to the splendid
work done by a few magazines and newspapers. Enterprising seedsmen and nurserymen also saw in
Daffodils a good medium for building up their Fall
sales and several leading nurseries found that by
planting our bulbs, they could attract the public
to their show gardens in the Spring and increase
their sales of nursery stock and sundries. With the
market opened up, my main trouble is in keeping
production in line with the ever growing demand.

Failure of Seedsmen to Cooperate
One thing that did not work out according to plan
was the role the seed store played in this developII - seed stores were not ready to take the
better Daffodils to the public. Lf. behad handled varieties like F-.7.a-

brand, Lucifer, Empress and Red Beacon, they still
wanted to sell these varieties some 15 years later and
they were very loath to undertake the sale of anything new, even though it might be cheaper and
much better. Because of this attitude, I have tabulated all orders from year to year, and I have found
that the increased sales and the increased public
interest in Daffodils, is mainly due to sources not
actually identified with the seed trade. These orders
largely have come from nurseries, department stores,
mail order houses and chain stores.

Believes Seed Store Is Logical Outlet
This is not a healthy trend for the seed trade nor
is it a healthy trend for me as a producer. I believe
that the best place for the sale of my product is the
seed store as we all know it. Only the seed store
with its expert personnel can give quality material
its proper background. But as a producer I cannot
gear my production to the limited outlet that the
seed stores offer me, I have to and always must gear

my production to what the public can absorb. The
larger acreage of bulbs we grow, the smaller is the
margin of profit to be made on each unit sale. But
only by making the bulbs cheaper can we continue
to build up a wider distribution of new Daffodils.
In this philosophy I may differ radically from many
seedsmen and producers of other horticultural material. I believe' that the more we can spread our
sales among all income classes of the country, the
more secure we will be to withstand the shocks our
economic system is now undergoing and will sustain
after the war.
I am interested in Daffodils, I like them and I
would like to see every gardener, rich or poor, share
that great pleasure with me. In such enthusiasm
I see the only chance for the survival of the Daffodil industry and certainly the only chance for creating a market for the many new hybrids that I and
others are developing in this country.
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Looking at Our Competition
A Bulb Grower Reflects on Shortcomings of Retail Trade He Visits

by
JAN DE GRAAF

I

T has long been my contention
that in the rapidly changing picture of merchandising in this
country the seed store has failed to
adapt itself sufficiently to hold the
business to which it is logically entitled. This failure is exemplified by
the many new types of competition
that have sprung up in past years,
such as department and dime store
sales of horticultural material.
Rather than complain about this situation, the seed stores might well
consider whether it is not due to circumstances that are within their
control, but that have not been
given sufficient attention.
It stands to reason that the seed
store should be the center of all horticultural life in its chosen field of
operation. It should identify itself
with all garden movements. It
should make the most of every opportunity to impress .upon its potential clientele the fact that it is headquarters for all gardeners and the
logical place to buy the quality merchandise they demand. I believe
that many seed stores have signally
failed to do so.
We all know that there is a very
rapidly growing interest in gardening. The growth of the garden club
movement. the growth of the garden papers and of garden sections in
the daily presw indicate the truth of

this statement_ Most important
there is the Victory Garden movement

stores and jobbers, I have a good opportunity to check on the sale and
demand of daffodils over a period of
years. It is, of course, of vital interest to me to know where seed stores
are going. While I realize that daffodils are not of paramount importance to the seed store, yet it must
be admitted that they have had an
immense amount of publicity and
that they have a place in any well
managed and aggressive store.
Checking my records I find that
with increased production and considerably larger sales of daffodils the,
amount of business transacted by the
seed stores has not increased a great
deal. There has been a healthy
growth in the business transacted by
the mail-order seed houses and a
considerable increase in the business
transacted by department and dime
stores. In fact, in some cities already
the department stores are selling
more bulbs than the seed stores. I
believe that since this is true for
daffodils, it must also be true for
many other horticultural products.
It, therefore, indicates a trend which
deserves the closest study by the
seed stores. It also is a matter of
immediate concern to all producers
of horticultural products.
Fine daffodils, such as we grow in
some six hundred varieties, need expert presentation_ This. only the
seed store with its Sks:_ -_ personnel

can
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or to guide it. Obviously the dime
stores cannot be expected to pUblicize daffodils or to make a special
sales effort for them. Nor can the
department stores do so, since their
bulb sales are only of short duration
and their system of merchandising
does not warrant a year around
campaign to build up a demand for
horticultural products, which are
but one of many thousands of items
sold. The seed store, however, can
well afford to maintain a sales campaign, not only for the few busy
months in spring and fall, but
planned for year around operation.
It is in this type of work that the
seed store has a decided advantage
over its competitors, since propaganda for any one item will inevitably mean better sales of all other
items which the store stocks. In
other words, an aggressive seed store
can well afford to detail one man or
to give part of one man's time to
lecturing before clubs, to fostering
the activities of a men's garden club,
to working with the editors of the
local papers, to cooperating with the
local radio station and to keeping
continuously the name of the store
before the public.
It is my opinion that, if it is to
survive, a seed store must engage
in this type of work. With rising
cost of living and higher costs of
operation for the store, it is only too
evident that a harder and harder
fight will have to be put up by the
seed stores if they are to increase
their sales volume or even maintain
it. That small part of the consumer's dollar that can be spent for
such luxuries as gardening for pleasure is going to be competed for more
strongly than ever by all other stores
supplying non-essential merchandise. It is self-evident that the seed
store will need to do more than just
display its merchandise.
This new competition is a serious
threat to all seed store owners. I
am well aware of the fact that sales
by the producer to this new type of
competitor have been protested by
the seed stores. Yet, as a producer,
I cannot possibly hold down my production to the relatively small volume that the seed stores can absorb.
Especially when we realize that an
active demand exists, that production necessarily is geared to this demand and not to the, at present,
apparently limited facilities of only
one group of retailers, then it must
be admitted that the fault lies with
the distributors and not with the
producers.
This is, of course, a very serious

indictment of the trade and of its
merchandising ability. The purpose
of this article is to stimulate a serious consideration of all the factors
involved. Let us examine the more
important factors.
Identical Costs
The cost of merchandise to the
various types of distributors should
be identical. I see no reason why a
department store should be able to
buy comparable merchandise at a
lower figure than an established
seed store.
Selling costs should be lower for
the seed store. Advertising, in or-F
to be as effective as department
store advertising, would be considerably higher. Yet, this should be,
more than offset by the free pub-'
licity that any aggressive seed store
commands. Such publicity can be
obtained, for instance, by making
arrangements with the local papers
to answer garden questions, by
maintaining contact with the garden
clubs, by furnishing the local papers
with good photographs of interesting horticultural news items, such
as any seed store can easily obtain
from the Garden Bureau or from its
sources of supply. It is this kind of
publicity and propaganda work that
must constantly remind the buying
public that the seed store is the logical place to buy horticultural merchandise.
A critical appraisal of the activities, the possibilities, of the seed
store should also inquire into the
appearance of the store and its location with relation to changed
shopping habits and changing shopping districts. The layout of the
store should be scientifically designed to attract the gardening public. Hiding merchandise under
benches and tables, in dark, dusty
and often dirty stores is certainly
no inducement to buying. Ample
parking space should be provided.
One simply cannot expect a woman
to come to a wholesale district or
to go far downtown—if she can find
the same merchandise at the same
price, well-displayed in a store
which she frequents in her daily
shopping—unless the seed store can
make it at least as easy for her to
pick up what she wants when she
wants it.
I realize that in many instances
the operations of a seed store have
not been sufficiently profitable to
allow for radical changes in lay-out
or location of a store. Often business is carried on in old buildings
located near or in the wholesale

district. In many instances the store
is still geared to nineteenth century
habits and traditions.
A store, operating on a comfortable profit margin, with increasingly larger sales, might well consider itself safe. Yet, it is my
contention, that even such stores,
however well established they may
be in a community, cannot stem the
tide. A modern garden store may
open up with trial ground, small
nursery, with ample parking space
and in a short time much profitable
business may be lost. If a store in
a given location makes a net five
percent profit on its turnover and
could make fifteen percent in a better location, then it is operating at
a ten percent loss, not only because
of the actual difference in possible
profits, but also because this differential eventually will lead to new
competition springing up.
The greatest asset of the seed store
is the confidence that it inspires.
Thanks to the excellent publicity
and to the work of many producers
of horticultural material, the public
is well impressed with the fact that
for best results they should deal
with the most competent, the best
informed, sources of supply. The
public will still turn to the seed
store for its gardening needs, unless
the store makes it too difficult for
them by poor location, inadequate
service or the wrong selections of
merchandise.
The buying public is impatient.
It wants to buy what it wants, when
it wants it. The public is pursued
practically twenty-four hours a day
with the strongest, scientifically
planned appeals to buy. When, in
spite of that competition, you attract
customers to your store, then no effort should be overlooked to make
a sale.
When "LIFE" printed a picture of
our farms, in full color, in one of its
recent issues, we received a great
many inquiries from retail buyers.
Since we do not sell at retail, we
referred all of them to dealers nearest to the inquirer. Needless to say.
that in many instances sales resulted, profitable both to the stores
and ourselves. Yet, in some in-

stances, too many in fact, the inquirer again wrote to us and told us
that the store recommended by us
could not supply the merchandise.
Now this is a very curious fact.
We obtain the best publicity possible. The publicity induces the public to buy. They turn to the logical
source of this material, the seed
store, and some of these seed stores,
being asked for something that they
can handle and, I feel, should handle, turn these customers away.
The seed store would do well to
inquire into the possibilities of
maintaining a small trial ground. If
this can be done near the store, all
the better. Such a trial ground
would be an inducement for many
customers to visit the store. In addition to displays of bulbs and
plants, such a trial ground should
have a small and well selected group
of roses and shrubs. A small building could be used for the display of
garden furniture, ornaments and allied lines.
One of the problems of the seed
store is its seasonal character. Since
overhead expenses and salaries continue throughout the year, consideration should be given to making the
slack months pay. With the right
kind of personnel I can see definite
advantages in making calls on important buyers in or near town. Not
only can those calls increase the
good will of the store, they can also
give a better opportunity to predict
the demand that will develop for
certain items.
An aggressive seed store should
have on file a complete collection
of wholesale catalogs. A standard
pricing policy should be adapted
and the sales force should be well
acquainted with it. The catalogs
should be available to salesmen so
that if a customer inquires for any
item not in stock, they can refer to
the catalogs and quote prices and
book sales for future delivery. All
too often I find that the many expensive and elaborate catalogs sent
out by the producers are safely
tucked away in a correspondence
file, not to emerge from there until
the annual clean-up.

